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REPORT No. 118. 
THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OVER THE HORIZONTAL TAIL 
SURFACES OF AN AIRPLANE. 
By F. H. ORTON. 
UNIFORM FREE FLIGHT. 
SUM MARY. 
Tills work was undertaken by the Jational Advi ory Committee for Aeronautics at the 
request of the Bureau of Constru.ction and Repai.T of the United States Navy in order to determine 
as completely as possible the distribution of pre sure over the horizontal tail surfaces of an 
airplane, and to analyze the relation of thi pre sure to the structural loads and the longitudinal 
stability. The investigation is divided into three parts, of which this is thc first. This part i 
for the purpose of determining the pressure distribution over two horizontal tail surfaces in 
uniform free flight; the second part to conduct tests of imilar tail planes in the wind tunnel ; 
and the third part to determine the pres ure di tribution on the horizontal tail surfaces during 
accelerated flight on the full-sized airplane. 
The general method used in till part of the inve tigation consist in determining the 
separate pressures at a large number or point on the tail surface of a JN4H airplane, by con-
necting small holes, opening on the tail urface, to the tube of a multiple liquid manometer, 
whieh simultaneously mea ures the total number of pre ure on one-half of the tail surface. 
The pressures are recorded by photographing the multiple manometer with an automatic 
camera which take an exposure at each condition of air and engine speeds. 
These tests in uniform free flight gave the following results: 
1. Under no condition did the average tail load exceed 2.3 pOlmds per quare foot. 
2. The highest local load on the tail of the JN4H was 11 pounds per square foot. 
3. The highest local load on the pecial tail was 25 pound per quare foot. 
4. The torque exerted by the tail about the X-axi ranged from + 1,200 inch-pounds 
(in the direction of the propeller rotation) to -1,600 inch-pounds. 
5. The sealing of the crack between the elevator and tail plane ha. no appreciable effect 
on the distribuLion of pres ure. 
6. The inversion of the tandard tail plane (fla,t surface up) giYes a more uniform 
distribution of pres ure a well a improving the tability. 
7. The airplane wa very table with the pecial tail of illgh a pect ratio even with a 
center of gravity coefficient of 0.37. 
8. The center of pre ure travel on the wings, as determined by the integrated tail load, 
is farther forward than on the corre ponding model. 
I TRODUCTIO . 
PREVIO S WORK, 
There has been comparatively little previous work done on the pres ure di tribution on 
the horizontal tail surfaces, either in free flight or on models. Perhaps the mo t notable work 
is that done by the British on the tail plane of a DH4, but unfortunately the pilot and observer 
were killed before the work was more than half completed, so that only the left half of the tail 
plane wa explored. orne work has al 0 been done by the German on thi ubject, but they 
have limited themselve to a few points, so that their result are not at all complete, 
SCOPE OF PRESE T INVESTIGATION. 
Tills part of the investigation includes the complete study of the pres ure distribution 
over two horizontal tail surfaces, one a tandard J 4H tail plane, and the other of special 
construction, which was thicker and with a plan form of higher aspect ratio. The pressures 
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were recorded at flight speeds of 45 mile per hour to 100 miles per hour, and at engine speeds 
of 600, 900, 1,200, and 1,400 revolutions per minute, in order to get all of the conditions that 
would occur in flight. At the same time variou modifications were mn,de in the airplane, 
such as moving the position of the center of gravity horizontally, and varying the tail plane 
in angle, section, and plan form. The number of holes on the tail were so numerous (over 200) 
that the total pressure on the tail under any conditions could be obtained very accura.tely by 
integration of the pre sure distribution curve. The results are plotted in a large variety of ways 
in order to bring out as clearly as possible the exact distribution of pressure. 
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APPARATUS AND METHODS. 
TAIL SURFACES. 
The location of the holes in the standard IN tail surface is shown in figure 1 and it is 
clearly seen that the holes are spaced closely enough to give a very accurate representation 
of the actual pre ure distribution. As this tail was a standard one, it was unfortunately 
impossible to place the holes in regular rows along the span, necessitating a considerable 
amount of extra computation. In another test it would be considered advisable to rebuild 
the ribs, if neces ary, in order to obtain an even spacing. The total number of holes on the 
right-hand side of the tail of both upper and lower surface were connected to the multiple 
manometer so that simultaneous readings were taken on all of these holes. .As soon as the 
tests were completed on the right-hand half of the tail plane the tubes were removed and 
placed in the left-hand half and the tests were repeated. Figure 2 shows the layout of the special 
tail plane which was constructed at the Naval Aircraft Factory. Pressure tubes were attached 
to both right and left sides of this tail plane, but only one side could be connected to the 
manometer at a time, as with the other tail. As this tail plane with its tubes was 50 pounds 
heavier than the standard tail surface, it was necessary to place a considerable amount of lead 
in the nose of the airplane in order that it might balance in flight, and although it was designed 
with sufficient strength without external bracing, the usual tail struts and 'wires were attached 
as an extra precaution. 
In figure 3 is shown the method of connecting the rubber tubes to the pressure holes. A 
thin brass strip was run along the cap of each rib and the pressure tubes were soldered into this 
strip of brass; after running through the cap. strip of the rib they were connected onto the 
corresponding rubber tubes. The Lubes running to the elevator were carried through rein-
forced holes at the hinge spars and run through the tail plane to the fuselage with those which 
were connected to the holes in the tail plane, as clearly shown in figure 4. After the tubes were 
placed, the tail was covered, care being taken to see that none of the tubes were kinked or 
that none of them were pierced by the needle when sewing o,n the fabric. After the fabric had 
been doped and ,arnished, the cloth was carefully cut through above each pressure hole so 
that a clean sharp edge resulted. The tail plane was then placed on the airplane and the tubes 
run through the fuselage to the manometer as shown in figure 5, great care being taken that 
none of them was restricted in any way. 
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FlG . 6.- )!ulliple manometer with 112 tubcs. 
FlG. .-~[ounting of manometer in the fuselage. 
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MANOMETER. 
The multiple manometer, as shown in figure 6, consists essentially of two end reservoirs 
connected by a central brass tube out of which rise 112 one-eighth-inch glass tubes, each of 
their upper ends being connected to a hole in the tail plane. The top of the reservoir and the two 
end glas tubes are all connected to a static head on the wing strut as shown in figure 7, a it 
was found that the static pressure in the cockpit was quite different from the true static pres-
sure of the air. In order to make the instrument as compact as possible the glass tube were 
cemented into the reservoir at the lower end with plaster of Paris and bee wax. It was found 
impossible to prevent a slight leakage, but this was so small that it did not cau e great incon-
venience in the work, and this leakage could evidently be stopped by using some alcohol-proof 
cement. It was unfortuna,tely impossiblc to obtain small, thin-walled gla s tubing of enough 
uniformity of bore to avoid the necessity of making capillary corrections, and as these correc-
tion entail a con iderable amount of labor in the computation, every efi'ort should be made 
to obtain tube of uniform bore for use in future instruments of this type. 
The manometer was mounted in a wooden case for protection and a piece of opal glass was 
placed immediately behind the tubes in order to give an evenly illuminated background against 
which to photograph. The top of each glass tube was connected by a short rubber tube to a 
brass connecLion plate on the top of the wooden case so that all sub equent connections could be 
made without danger of breaking the O'lass tubes. The wooden case was mounted in the air-
plane on the seat rails and pieces of sponge rubber were placed beneath the instrument in order 
to prevent .excessive vibrations from reaching the in trument; however, the mOlmting was 
rigid enough so that only very light relative motion would be allowed. It was found that a 
fair illumination could be obtained through the fabric of the fuselage, which gave a very even 
and subdued light, but in future tests it would be advisable to put Lranslucent celluloid win-
dows in the sides of the fuselage. A photograph of the installation of the gauge was taken 
(fig. 8) by cutting away a portion of the fabric of the fuselage. 
CAMERA. 
In order to obtain a reading at all pressures simultaneously the multiple manometer was 
photographed by an automatic camera installed on the seat rail in the fuselage just aft of the 
pilot's seat. As the space was very re tricted it was nece sary to use a wide-angle lens, but as 
this lens was of a high quality the di tortion was quite negligible. The camera is shown in figure 
9, and consists of a light-tight box containing two large diameter film rolls so that the movement 
of the film would not appreciably change the diameter of the spool and 0 change the spacing 
of the pictures. The spool initially containing the film has attached to it a friction brake, so 
that at all times the film i kept tight; the other spool contain a large diameter winclla around 
which is initially wOlUld a cord which runs through pulleys to a smaller windla s at the pilot's 
seat, one turD of which will move the fLlm along sufficiently for one exposure. In the same way 
the shutter is connected by wires to a trigger located conveniently for the pilot, so that by a 
single operation of the trigger the shutter will automatically give a one- econd expo ure and 
set itself for the next. A 10-foot length of 3-inch panoramic film was used, and this was suffi-
cient for taking the 22 exposures which completed one run. The mounting of this camera is 
shown in figure 10. 
An exposure of one second was taken in order to give an average reading of each pressure 
to eliminate the effect of the small oscillations; however, observations and the extreme sharpness 
of the photographs indicate that the height of the liquid in each tube was very nearly constant. 
Every tenth tube was painted with a black pot in order to facilitate the measuring of the tubes, 
and a scale was placed at the center of the gauge in order that the true magnification could be 
measured when the film was placed in the projection lantern. A ection of one of the records is 
shown in figure 11. It was found necessary in order to secure atisfactory pictures to color the 
alcohol red and there was some difficulty in finding a coloring matter which would not be oxi-
dized by the denatured alcohol which was used, but finally an analine dye was found which 
would satisfactorily retain its color. 
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Lens and shutter. 
TOP VIEW OF AUTOMATIC CAMERA . 
FIG. 1O.-Mounting of automatic camera iu airplane. 
F IG. 1l .-.~cl lla l sizc of rccord tukcn by camCl"(l. 
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All of the runs were made at an altitude corresponding to a den ityof 0.9 in the following 
manner: At the s tart of each fligh t the altimeter zero wa set by the reading of a mercUl'ial 
barometer so that the desired density would come at a reading of just 3,000 feet. Before each 
exposure the airplane was climbed considerably above the given height and the exposure was 
made as the airplane r eached the 3,000-foot level, having previously attained a steady condition 
of flight. In the computation this factor 0.9 docs not enter in, as the air speed was not cor-
rected for density, for the same density effect will obviously apply to the air-speed reading as to 
the sUl'face pre sure . There is one exception, however- the effect of the slip stream- which 
will be a function of the density, and it was for this reason that all the tests were made at a con-
stant density. 
METHOD ' 01' HEAD! ' G ~'ILM AND COMPUTATIO S. 
As it was very tiring to read the height of the menisci from the photographic record with a 
magnifying glass, it was thought best to place the negatives in a projection lantern and throw the 
image onto a screen at a certain de£nite magnification. I n this way the height of the liquid 
could be measured with a large scale very quickly and conveniently, using as zero a line scratched 
across the fi lm between the menisci of the two static tubes. It was also necessary to determine 
the capillary on-ection in the same manner, and these corrections w 1'e in every ca e subtracted 
from the readings. The head of alcohol thu determined WitS then corrected by multiplying it 
by factors for the den ity of the alcohol and the inclination of the tubes ·due to the longitudinal 
position of the airplane in flight. 
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The longitudinal angle of the airplane was determined for each flight peed with a liquid 
inclinometer, and the results are shown in figure 12. It will be noticed that the angle is only 
19 0 in a 100-mile-an-hour dive, and this would ordinarily be called a steep dive, for the angle 
is always overestimated in such conditions. The head of alcohol as read was then multiplied 
by the cosine of the angle of inclination of the tubes from the vertical. 
METHODS OF PLOTTI G AND INTEGRATIO . 
The values in true head of water were then plotted along each row of hole in the direction 
of the air flow, the upper and lower surface using the same base line, so that the planimetered 
area between them represents the tot,al pressure along that ection. A few of these curves are 
shown in figures 36 to 79 . Because of the irregularity of the holes occasioned by structural 
considerations, it wa necessary to cros fair these preliminary curves, thus obtaining pressure 
ections at right angles to the air flow. These curves are hown in figures 0 to 122, and give 
the sum of the air forces on upper and lower surfaces. These curves are section of a solid 
representing the total load on the tail, and are revolved about their respective base lines into 
the plane of the tail, so that in the figure an area on the forward (leading edge) side of the base 
line will represent an upward or positive load. The area under each of these curves was found 
by planimetering, and by using the values thus obtained as ordinates for a curve drawn parallel 
with the air flo'w; the total pressure on the tail is represented by the area under this second 
curve. The point of action of thi pres ure wa found in each ca e by integrating this area 
about the hinge with a mechanical integrator. The e curves are shown in figures 123 to 242. 
In each fiaure two vectors are shown, one, marked T, representing the center of pressure of 
the complete tail surface, and the other, marked E , repre cnting the center of pre ure on the 
elevator alone. In each case the vectors are hown to scale (in position, but not in magnitude), 
except where they are off of the paper, but the di tance of the vectOl: from the hinge is given 
each time in inches. In the curves representing the total pre ure parallel to the leading edge 
the same system of vectors i u ed, except that they represent in all ca es the force on the com-
plete half of the tail; and the moment of that half about the center line is given in addition to 
the distance from the center line. The force on the elevator control wa found by taking the 
moment of the pressure on the elevator about the hinge, but as the results were not as reliable 
nor as ea y to obtain as direct force mea. urement on the tick, no re ult of thi character are 
plotted in this report. 
There is another method of ea ilyobtaining the total load, or the moment about any axis of an 
irregular pressure urface, which may be termed the plastic method. Let us uppo e that a calc 
model i made of the tail with adju table pin at the point at which the pre ure readings were 
taken. If en h pin i then sct at uch a height as will corre pond to the pre ure at that point, 
FIG. 13.- Model of pressure surfac(}-(;ase 1-600 r, p. m.; 100 m. p. h . 
The light-colored material represents do\\"n pre ure and the dark 
material up pressure. Tho region of down load is evident at tho 
leading edge. 
58724-21-2 
FIG. 14.-Modcl of pressure surfac(}-(;ase \'1-600 r. p. m.; 100 m. p. h. 
This shows the very large down load at tho loading edge and the 
sharp peaks of up load at the hinge. 
,r--
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It skeleton of the de ire 1 urface will be obtained. By filling Lhe space between the pin with 
a pIa tic material- cla or pIa tieene- and fairing in tho surfaco which it is very easy to do 
with a littl practico, a solid is obtained which represents the actual load on the givon surfaco. 
Tho 1,otalload 0 1' iL momont rna b o easily found from thi mod 1 olid imply by woighing 
it, or by balancing it about any do irod axi , provided tho don ity of the plastic matorial is 
Imown. It i vidont that thi m thod i applicablo to an irrogular pacing of point whoro a 
ectional moLho 1 would bo impo ibl 0 1' at lea t yery laboriou , and even with evenly pacod 
holes it i vory much quicker than a Lwo-dimon ionod method . The pIa tic mcthod wa used 
in thi invostigation for only a fow case bccause of the nccossity of obtn ining th sectional 
curv [pr Lwo-d imen -ion d reproduction. (See figs. 13 and 14.) 
PRECISION OF THE RESULT . 
ERRORS IN READING FILM AND COMP TATION. 
It is po ible in noarly all ca 0 to measUl'C tho actual head of alcohol [rom the enlaro-od 
neo-ativ within the limit of plu or minus 0.003 of an inch. \.s all the calculations wero carriod 
out to tho neare t 0.001 f an inch, tho compu tod head hould be correct in ovory ca e to at loast 
0.0 5 of an inch. The areas under the curve woro planimotered everal time in order to get 
a corre t roadino-, 0 that all tho ar ea can be con idered corroct within plus or minu 0.01 of a 
quare inch. An ITOI' omewhat largor than thi is introduced, how v r , b cau e of th incor-
re t repre ontation of tho CUl've botween the givcn point , and thi i especially true at the end 
of the tail plane whcre tho pre ur gradi nt i very teep. A 1 quare inch under the final curvo 
is equal to approximatoly 10 pound , the total load on tho tail will be givon to within plus or 
minu O.lpoundifthc urve areas umedtobecorr ct. Thedifficultyindrawingatruopro ure 
curve through the given points will, however, considerably increase this error, 0 that the total 
load on the tail can not be assumed to be correct to bett~r than ono-half of a pound from these 
causes of 01'1'01'. 
ERRORS IN FLIGHT. 
The error due to computation and reading are, however. mall compared with the errors 
inherent in all full-flight work; that is, errors ari ing from irregular atmospheric conditions. 
For example, if the airplane happen to trike a bump in the air at the timo that the expo ure 
is takon, it may con iderably alter the value of the pressure obtained, e pecially tho e pre ures 
on the movable portion of the tail plano. For thi reason the first runs were repeated in ord I' 
1,0 check the re ults , and it wa found in most caso that the check run agreed very closely with 
the original run. The ubsequent work wa very complete and there was ample chance for 
ch cking; as so little h ange wa made in the ilight conclitions from one run to another, it wa 
not thought necessary to make -he k run in every case. Th excellent agr ement that an 
be ob erved between the pressure curve taken under noarly identical condition lead one 
to have confidence in the result , a any p art that is appreciably in error will be at on e hown 
up by iL lack of re emblance to a imilar curv . 
It will b noted that the points calculated from the total load on the tail in or leI' to obtain 
the pitching moment due to the wing and body do not Ii smoothly on their repro entative 
curve and in compari on with wind tunnelre ult , for in tance, they would look rather unsatis-
factory; but it should b remembered that all re ult obtained in full ilight are inherently 
irregular, clue to con liti on of the atmosphere which an not be overcome, and it i only po sible 
by taking large number of reaclin o- and averaging them to get a sati factory mean value. 
The momenL curves check 'well wiLh one another and h clo e agreement between the center 
of pressure travel Clll'V s for the different combina ions u ed, all give a good indication of the 
accuracy of the r ult. For determining pitching moments, howe,-er, the pre sure distribu-
tion method i not as accurate a the method u ed by the Briti h where the fu elage wa jointecU 
As all of the readings and the computation have been carefully checked at every step by this 
method, it i felt that on the whole the re ult arc presented as closely as it i possible to do so . 
1 British .\.d visory Committee, R. & M. No. 400. " The Full calc Determination of the Pilching Moments of a Biplane." 
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SCOPE OF TESTS. 
In order to represent as fully as possible all of the condition that occur in flight on tail 
planes the following variations in the airplaine were made. It shoul l be noted that in this 
report the center of gravity coefficient is the distance of the center of gravity from the no e of 
the mean chord in fractions of the chord . The mean chord is taken at distances from the 
upper and lower wings whicll is inversely proportional to their areas; that is, 60 per cent of the 
gap above the lower wing. 
Oase I. - On this run the airplane had a tandard rigging of 17! inches of stagger and a 
center of gravity coefficient of 0.381. Tllis position of the center of gravity is about the standard 
po j tion for an airplane of thi type, and in order to compensate for the lack of a pa enger 
in the rear eat a sand bag wa tied to the floor boards in the rear cockpit. 
Oase II. - In this run the conditions were the arne as before except that the sand bag 
,vas removed from the rear cockpit and orne lead wa placed in the no e of the airplane just 
aft of the radiator. This gave a center of gravity coefficient of 0.326. 
Oase III. - With the same po ition of the center of gravity as in the previous case the tail 
plane was given a negative angle of I! 0; that i , the flat lower urface, which in the previous 
run was parallel to the longerons, was raised at the rear end in order to give tllis surface a slope 
of q .o. . 
Oase I V. - In this run the conditions of the airplane were exactly the arne as in the pre-
vious run; the only change being the sealing of the crack between the elevator and the tail 
plane with flat heets of celluloid, which we crewed to the tail plane and were allowed to 
rest by their own weight on the movable portion of the tail surface, smoothly covering up the' 
intervening crack. 
Oase V.- In this run the stagger of the airplane was reduced to 8i inches, the tail plane 
was inverted 0 that the flat surface wa upp rmo t and parallel to the longerons, also enough 
lead wa placed in the nose of the au'plane to give a center of gravity coefficient of 0.244. 
Oase VI.- In this run the tagger was again ! inches, and the center of gravity coefficient, 
due to he heavy tail, wa 0.370. The tail urface wa a pecial one of thick section and high 
aspect ratio (fig. 2), with it chord parallel to the longeron . . 
In none of these ca es was the au'plan very badly out of balance and at all times it could 
be flown with a fau' legree of ca e. In the fifth ca e, howeyer, it wa a little difficult to get 
the tail down in making a landing. It wa noticed when £lying the airplane with the special 
tail plane that the longitudinal tability wa greatly improved and th airplane fiew hands orr 
with both open and cIo ed throttle. Thi i quite remarkable in vie"- of the rearward po ition 
of the center of gravity, and a more complete tud - will be made in a ub eguent report. 
RANGE OF AlR AND ENGINE PEEDS. 
For the hrst five ca e the follo\\-ing 22 combini1,tion of air and engine speed were used 
each time: 
Revolutions per minu te. 
600 900 1,200 1,~00 
- -- ---
.\ir speed ......... 45 ~ ;; 45 45 
50 50 50 50 
60 60 60 GO 
70 70 70 70 
80 80 80 80 
100 90 
.I 
) 
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In Case VI only the following combinations were used, as it was thought that, taken with 
the preceding data,· the information obtained would be sufficient. 
Revolutions per 
minute. 
600 1, 400 
1- ------- ---
Air speed....... .... .. .... 45 
50 50 
60 60 
70 70 
80 80 
100 
GE ERAL DISCUSSIO OF RESULTS. 
The discussion will be mainly confined to the consideration of the actual pressures and to 
their relation to the tructure. Further on the change in load with flight condition will be 
analyzed more carefully in respect to airplane stresses and stability. The subject embraced 
by the report is so wide that it is difficult to keep in mind all of the data at one time, and only 
by constant reference to the curves can a comprehensive view be obtained. 
THE PRE S RE DISTRID TIO WITH A STANDARD RIGGING OF THE AIDPLANE. 
For this run the preliminary curve under all condition are given in figures 36 to 79. These 
are given in order to show the pres ure distribution as separated on the upper and lower sur-
faces. A suction is plotted downward and a pressure upward, the upper surface and the lower 
surface using the same base line. The greatest suction occurs on the lower surface of the tail 
plane very close to the leading edge. The uction is also large at the very tips of the tail plane, 
this being due to the raked tip acting in the same manner as a leading edge. There is 3,lso a 
tendency at high speed to have a large suction on the upper side of the elevator, especially 
near the outer part of the span. At no point, however, on the tail plane did the suction reach 
a value higher than 1 t inches of water, and as this suction is comparatively very small there 
should be no fear of stripping the fabric on a well-constructed job. 
It will be noticed that the pres ure curve on the elevator has a rather definite wave form 
with a period of about 12 inches. The reason for this is probably that the discontinuity due 
to the joint between the elevator and the tail plane give~ ri e to a stationary wave which con-
tinues along the surface of the elevator. It will be noticed later that when the crack is sealed 
up these waves are much reduced, but they are even then in evidence. The discontinuity of 
pressure at the hinge of the tail plane is in no case very large; in fact, it is much smaller than the 
results from the model test would indicate. The line of zero pressure used as a base line in a 
good many ca es lies above the pre sures on both the upper and lower surfaces, showing that 
the static pre ure in the slip stream is below that of the true static; but this would not, of 
course, affect the load on the surface which is independent of the base line. It was also noticed 
that the pressure in the cockpit was from an eighth to a quarter of an inch below the true static. 
In order to give a better visualization of the pres ures over the surface the total pressure 
has been plotted in figures 0 to 101 in order to show thi more clearly. It is evident that the 
o-reatest load occurs on the leading edge of the right-hand side of the tail plane under practically 
all flight condition . These curves show very strikingly how great a difference there is between 
the pressure di tribution on the right and left ide of the tail plane, so that a pressure distribu-
tion comprising only one-half of the tail would be of very little value in determining the total 
tail load. Some of this difference is undoubtedly due to the fact that the rudder and fins are 
not symmetrical in flight, but the greater part is due to the fact that the angle of incidence and 
velocity over the two halves of the tail plane are different, due to the rotation of the slip ·stream. 
It should also be noticed that a very large torsional load could be put on the fuselage by not 
rigging the elevators at the same angle of incidence; that is, if one elevator is several degree 
higher than the other it will greatly change the pressure distribution on the tail plane, so that 
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great care should be taken when rigging an airplane to ascertain that the elevators are properly 
lined up. 
In figures 123 to 144 the curves shown represent the total pressure on the tail plane plotted 
on a section taken parallel to the plane of symmetry of the airplane. These curves are shown, 
one for the load on the right-hand half of the tail plane, and one for the load on the left-hand 
half of the tail plane, and the third serves to repre ent the total load. The most important 
features hown by the e curve are the considerable difference between the right and left half 
of the tail plane and the large suction at the leading edge of the tail plane. 
In figures 243 to 264 are shown curves giving the total pressure on the tail plane on a 
section at right angles to the X-axis of the airplane. The e curves show that the pre sure i 
greatest at the tips of the tail plane and elevators. By plotting the moment of the area of this 
curve about its line of symmetry it is possible to compute the torque of the tail plane about the 
X-axis of the airplane, which will be discussed more in detail in a later portion of the report. 
An attempt has been made in figure 13 to give a more realistic picture of the distribution of 
pressure than i conveyed by a et of curves. It i not po ible to sati factorily represent a 
three-dimensioned figure in two dim en ion, but it is hoped that the photographs of these 
models will aid the reader in grasping the general trend of the tail pressures. The white surface 
j a plane lying in the tail urfaee and consequently repre enting zero pressure. A light-colored 
plastic material is used for negative pre ures (down loads) and a dark material for the positive 
pressures, and the lighting is such as to how the relief to the best advantage. 
It can be stated in general that with the airplane rigged as described above that under no 
condition in uniform flight are the loads set up by the pressure on the tail plane at all large, 
the load per square foot on the tail plane seldom exceeding one-half pound per square foot and 
the maximum reached amounted to only 1~ pounds per quare foot. Thi load IS quite insig-
nificant and amounts to little more than the weight of the tail it elf, so that it may be con-
cluded in steady flight that the tresse in, or due to, the tail plane may be con idered of quite 
negligible value. The torque on the fuselage due to the tail plane is, however, considerably 
larger than has been realized before. 
THE EFFECT OF CHANGING THE POSITIO OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY. 
In Run II the center of gravity was moved forward and the resulting pressure distribution 
on the tail plane was found to be similar to those of Ca e 1. The preliminary curves were 
omitted, as it wa thought that they would be of little interest, for they howed no great difference 
from the curves obtained in the first ca e. A wa expected, moving the center of gravity 
forward produces a greater negative load on the tail plane. Examination of the curves, however, 
shows that there is practically no difference in the eli tribution of the pressure contained in the 
two cases. A discussion of variation in total load on the tail plane, due to the change in air 
speed and revolutions per minute of the engine, will be di cu sed later in relation to their effect 
on the stability of the airplane; but in general it may be tated that the distribution of pressure 
on the tail is not appreciably affected by any change of center of gravity position. 
EFFECT OF CRA GING THE STABILIZER A GLE. 
Case III is a duplicate of Case II, except that the position of the tail plane has been moved 
to 17~o of negative angle. Contrary to the ca e of altering the center of gravity position, the 
changing of the angle of the tail plane produces a considerable change in the distribution of 
pressure. This is explained by the fact that the total load on the tail must be the same as 
before, and as the tail plane is at a greater negative angle the load on thi part of the tail plane 
would be more negative while the corre ponding load on the elevator mu t be more positive, 
thus necessitating the lowering of the elevators. The e fact are confirmed by the greater force 
that must be applied to the stick when the tail plane is turned to a more negative angle; that is, 
the ship feels as if it were more tail heavy with a negative tail-plane setting. This change of 
pressure distribution can be seen more clearly by comparing the curves of total pressure (figs. 
145- 166) in ase II with similar curves occurring for ase III (figs. 167- 1 ) . The curve in 
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fiaul'e 15 how this change in load between the tail plane and elevators with a change in tail-
plane ettina . It i clear from these urve that a negative tail-plane etting of 1Yz° 
with the same center of gravity position will shif t a load of abou t 20 pounds from 
the tail plane to the elevator, and i t j in teresting to notice that this dist!1nce between 
the different curves i practically constan t in amount for any condition of flight. The 
difference in load, ~owever, between the tail plane and elevator load varies in iriverse propor tion 
to the air speed. It may be concluded tha t a change in the angle of tail-plane setting makes 
a con iderable difference in the distribu tion of pres ure over the tail plane and in g ner al a more 
negative setting of the tail give a more negative pre ure on the tail plane and a more po itive 
pres ure on the elevator. 
EFFECT OF SEALI G THE H I GE CR ACK BETWEE THE ELEVATOR AND TAIL PLANE. 
As model tes ts indicated that there was a considerable amoun t of I akage of air through 
the hinge crack of the tail plane, it wa though t that some data of interes t might be obtained 
by taking a run with the crack sealed up . Thi was accompli hed by placing thin sh eet celluloid 
7 over the crack on both the upper and 
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the lower surface so tha t the resulting 
urfaces were quite smooth and contin-
uous with any elevator position. Ex-
cept for a slight tendency to smooth 
out the wave form of the pres ure curve 
on the elevator, there is no difference 
between the run with the cr ack sealed 
and with the crack open. For thi rea-
son only the curves of total pressure 
ar e given, in figures l S9to 210, as the 
other curves were similar to the curves 
of Run III within the errors of the ex-
periment. The fact that there is no 
change in the pressure di tribution with 
the sealing of the crack does not show 
conclu ively that sealing the crack ha 
no effect on the efficiency of the tail, for 
the pressure distribution on a thin sur-
. face of this type does not indicate the drag, so that it may be that sealing the cr ack will con-
iderably decrea e this factor. 
THE EFFECT OF INVERTING THE TAIL PLANE. 
In this run the tail plane was inverted so that th e fla t surface was uppermos t and parallel 
to the longerons. As should be expected, this change makes a marked difference in the distri-
bution of pressure and the effect is clearly een in the curves of pres ure in figures 105 to 112 . 
The greate t effect on the pre sure di tribution in this posi tion of the tail plane i the more 
even di tribution of pressure across the span, especially the elimination of the region of high 
uction near the tip of the tail plane. Curves of to tal pressure (fig. 211- 232) show that the 
point of maximum suction is moved back from the leading edge a considerable amount and 
that the load on the elevator is also moved nearer to the trailing edge. That i , instead of being 
a sharp peak of suction immediately above the leading edge, as in Case II with the ordinary 
disposition of the tail plane, in the ca e wh ere the tail plane is inver ted this pressure i distributed 
fairly evenly over the whole tail plane, r cachina iLs maximum abou t a third of the distance from 
the leading edge of the tail plane; so tha t it would e m that from a tl'uetural poin t of view iL 
would be of great advantage to u e thi · JO J'Jl1 of tail plnne, a it would distribuLe Lhe load in a 
more sati factory manner. A will be shown later, thi Lail plane aJ 0 giv'e a greaLer degree of 
Labi lity, and it usc i. l'qcommencl ec\ from all point or view. 
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T H E PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OVER THE SPECIAL TAIL PLANE. 
The tail plnne shown infigme 2 is of n more modern cksign and has a rathel" thick double-
camb red s ction and also a con iderably higher a pect ratio. The pres me curves which arc 
given in figure 113 to 122 show that the pressm over the tail plane i greatly altered from 
that over the ordinary tail plane. The greatest difference is the very high peaks at the leading 
edge and at the elevator hinge, one up and the other down, which reach very great magnitudes 
at the high r peeds. Thi introduce high local load and a large twi ting moment that may 
eriou ly tre the tail structure. The cause of this peculiar distribution of pressure may be 
due either to the thick ection or the high a pect ratio, but the former i the more probable 
cau c. A model of this tail at 600 revolution per minu te and 100 miles p I' hour i hown in 
figure 14. This twisting about the Y-axis may be quite serious, and the front spar should be 
made very tiff in thick- ectioned tail plane to prevent a deflection of this member. In one 
case the moment about the Y-axi wa ov l' 600 foot-pound -an .exceedingly large mom nt, 
and one that might have caused failure in a Ie strongly constructed tail surface. 
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TORSIONAL EFFECT DUE TO THE SYMMETRICAL LOAD! G OF THE TAlL PLA E. 
Dr TRIBUTlO OF LOAD ALO G THE PA OF TH E TAIL URFACE. 
In figure 243 to 264 a few ca e have been worked ou howinO" the toLal pre me on lhe 
telil laken normal to the X-axi of the airplane. The curve , while they how the hape of 
lhe pressure variation quite accurately, hould not be taken a an indication of the exa t total 
pressure, a it is impo ible to fair the un-e xa tly, clue to Lhe irregular po ilion of lhe 
holes; and for this rca on they d noL check wiLh the m 1'e nccuraLc del 1'mination ohtained 
from cro failing. Th y do how, ho\ eyer th concentration of the load on the tip of the tail 
plane and al 0 the un ymmetricalloadinO" due to the rotation of the slip ' tream. 
All of the curve how a double maximum at the tip, the edge of thc lip tream cau ing 
the inner one and the rak d tip the out r. Although no torque cur-ve w r drawn for a e 
VI, it i very evident from an examination of the pre ur curve that the torque on thi tail i 
very mall. This can b xplainecl by the fact that th tip of th tail plane arc out of the lip 
stream 0 that there i li ttl indu ement for the building up of high pre me aL th e points. 
VARIATIO OF TORQ E WITH AIR SP EED. 
In fi.gure 16 are shown thr e curve repre enting the torque in inch-pound about the 
X-axi of the airplane plotted again t air peed in mile per hour for everal ca e , at 1,400 
revolution per minute. All of the curve increa e to a po itive ,alue of the torque from 45 
mile per hour to about 60. From that part on however, the curve fall ofT quite rapidly, 
c pecially in Run V where the curve indicate a con iclerable nega ive ;-aluc. The hape of 
these CUlTes i rather p uliar and it woull not be expected that it maximum of po iLiyc torque 
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would be reached at a peed of 60 miles an hour. An explanation may be obtained perhaps 
by tudying the velocity diagram obtained by the Royal Aircraft Establishment on a BE2C 
airplane of the tractor type.2 The e result show that the slip-stream is divided by the wings 
and body into two separate streams, one with an inclination downward and the other with an 
inclination upward, and that these two stream are in various positions according to the slip 
of the propeller. It would be expected that the rotation of the lip stream would be propor-
tional to the slip of the propeller ; that is, at low air speeds and high engine speeds that the ro-
tation of the lip stream would be a maximum and at high air speed and low revolution per 
minute that the slip tream might even rotate in the direction opposite to that of the pro-
peller. Therefore, with a constant engine peed the po itive torque on an airplane should be 
greate t at the low peed and hould increa 13 proportionall to the air peed. The results 
of the British , however , as above referred to, show that the regions of high velocity do not 
occur at the arne place at all flying condition , but that the high-velocity regions are rotated 
with the propeller as the slip increase. Thi effect may then cause the high-velocity region 
of the slip stream on one side to flow ei ther above or below the tail plane in some flying conditions, 
so that the torque would be in that case greatly changed a the lip stream on one side would 
strike that half of the tail plane and the slip trearn on the other ide woul d come above or below 
fig. lB. 
METHOD OF D/STif/BUT/NG LOAD 
/N A SAND TEST. 
it, thus making a large difference in the pressures on the two sides of the tail plane. That is, 
one-half of the tail, al though it may have the higher angle of attack, due to slip stream rotation, 
at the same time it can have the lower load because of the greatly lowered slip-stream velocity 
on that side. This is undoubtedly the cause of the large negative torque that occurs on Run 
V at high air speeds. 
VARIATION OF TORQUE WITH ENGINE SPEED. 
In figure 17 are plotted curves showing the variation in tail-plane torques with a change 
in engine peed. These curves show, as would be expected, that the torques take a more 
positive value as the revolutions per minute of the engine is increased. A cause that may change 
the pressure distribution on the tail plane somewhat, and one that can not well be eliminated , 
is the effect of the rudder, as this member must b e set over more to the right as the rate of 
engine speed is increased, in order to balance the torque of the propeller. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SAND LOADING TAIL SURFACES. 
It is, of course, impossible to draw a final conclusion on the most logical method of sand 
loading until the work on tail loads in accelerated flight has been completed; however, as the 
tail load is usually considered to be of considerable magnitude in a r apid nose dive, the general 
characteristics of the regions of highest pressure may be summarized as follows: 
, The Design o( Screw Propellers (or Aircra(t, H. C. Watts, pp. 180-182. 
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(1) The mo t highly loaded region lies along the leading edge and along the tips of the 
tail plane and is of very narrow width, being about one-fifth of the chord of the whole tail 
surface, with the exception of Ca e Y- where the tail plane was inverted-in which case the 
distribution was over the first three-fifLhs of the tail surface. 
(2) The load on the tail (negative) is proportional to the position of the center of oTavity; 
Lhat is, the further forward the center of gravity the greater is the load on the tail. 
(3) The distribution of load along the span of the tail plane shows r egions of high pres-
ure aL the tips. 
(4) In ome cases, particularly aL high engine peeds, there may be a large up pressure 
on one half of the tail plane and a large down pre sure on the other half. 
(5) The down load on the elevator i in all ca es very small and at time the up load may 
be considerable, but the latter is balanced by the static weight of the elevator and so is rela-
Lively unimportant. 
It should be noticed that the preceding conclusions are based only on uniform flight, with 
speeds up to 100 miles per hour, and the distribution, especially the down load on the elevator, 
may be con iderably altered when thi member is moved to a large angle with the tail plane, 
as would occur in accelerated flight. It is probable, however, that the load on the tail plane 
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will not be much increa ed in tuntinO', a the damping effect will omewhat neutralize the load. 
The following recommendations for and loading the tail urface are based on the con lusion 
from these test in uniform flight : 
1. A unit loading on the tail urface of 3 pound per quare foot with a center of gravity 
position of 0.30 will be ufficicnt for peed up to 120 mile per hour. Of course, this unit 
loading should be multiplied by the load factor which is u ed on the remainder of the airplane. 
2. The unit tail loading of the airplane hould vary with the po ition of the center of gravity 
and it i r ecommended that if a center of gravity coefficien of 0.30 is taken a unity, 5 pel' 
cent of the tail load houlcl be subtracted for every per cent that the center of gravity is back 
of this point (the center of gravity coefficient not to exceed 0.40) , and 10 per cent hould be 
added to the tail load for every per cent the center of gravity i forward of this point, per-
centage being taken on the mean winO' chord. 
3. The load should be distributed on the tail in a sand te t around the leading edge and at 
the tips with a width of about one-fifth of the total tail surface chord a shown in figure 1 . 
4. Because of the un ymmetricalloading of the tail surface at times, one side of the tai l 
surfaces hould be loaded at a time ; that i , one half should be completely loaded, the loa d 
removed, the second half completely loaded and then both halve loaded together. 
5 724- 21- 3 
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I 
5. In uniform flight the elevator load can be neglected, as the loads are upward ann thes(' 
are balanced in a large part by the static weight of the elevators. The elevators should have a 
separate test in order to withstand a pull on the control stick which will represen t the maximum 
that it would be possible for the pilot to exert, but this load would occur only when sudd enly 
pulling up the elevators and would not be present in uniform flight. 
LO GITUDINAL STABILITY. 
The subject of longitudinal stability in free flight is in a rather confu ed tate because of 
the complex effects of the slip stream, which are not as yet thoroughly under tood. Practically 
all of the stability theory is based on coefficients which are determined from model tests made 
in the wind tunnel , and up to the pre ent time it has been impossible to reproduce accurately 
the slip stream in the wind tunnel; so that the test made in this way are not in any way com-
parable with conditions in free flight when the engine is running. Only by a study of the forces 
on the controls and an exploration of the velocity and angle of the slip stream during variou 
flight condition can we come to any conelu ions as to the effects on the longitudinal stability 
of various alterations in the airplane. It has been shown that the two causes which have the 
greatest effect on the longitudinal stability are the position of the center of gravity and 1;he 
ize, form, and po ition of the tail plane. 
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TH E FUNCTIO OF THE HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES. 
The methods of obtaining longitudinal stability by means of a horizontal tail urface can 
be made elear by citing a few simple examples . There is, in figure 19, plotted the center of 
pressure travel for a flat plate and a typical aerofoil . If the flat plate is supported at its leading 
edge or ahead of its leading edge it will evidently be stable-in the manner of a weather vane-
for any angle of incidence, al though there will be a po ition of unstable equilibrium at 180°. 
If the support is now moved 0.3 of the chord back from the leading edge, the plate will be stable 
at an angle of + 70 (where the center of pressure is at the support), and is in unstable equilib-
rium at 0°. This i the case of a balanced control surface which has a small unstable range 
about the zero po ition, a rather undesirable condition, especially on airships. Therefore a 
flat plate or a thin symmetrical surface must be supported at least as far forward as the leading 
edge to obtain complete stability when moving at a constant velocity. 
ow, considering the stability of a cambered surface, which has an unstable center of pres-
ure travel, it can be shown that if the air passes by the wing at con tant speed we may still 
have stability by placing the support far enough forward. For this purpose moment curves 
are plotted in figure 20 for various positions of the support, and it is seen tha t the wing is com-
pletely stable-a curve of negative slope-when it is supported less than 0.24 of the chord from 
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the leading edge. It should be noted that the support need not be taken as far forward in the 
ease of cambered wing a with a ilat plate in order to get stability e,en though the latter has a 
stable center of pres ure travel. It may be concluded that a surface run at eonstant speed 
may be made stable, no matter what the center of pre ure tra,el, provide I th · support be taken 
sufficiently far forward. 
For the full-sized airplane, however, we have diIrerent conditions; that i , there is a con-
stant weight on the airplane and the peed varie in uniform llight in such a way that thi weight 
will ju t be supported. ~\.lso in uniform flight the moment about Lhe cenL r of gravity must 
always be zero; that is, the moment due Lo the wings and body must at all times be balanced 
by a momenL, in the oppo iLc direction and of the ame magnitude, exerLed by the tail surfaces. 
In the ca e of an airpla,ne in flight, then, the moment cun-e will be defined by the weight of the 
airplane multiplied by the distance of the center of pre sure Lo the center of gravity. Thi 
curve will, therefore, always have the ame hape no matter what the po ition of the center of 
gravity, thus giving the moment curves of the wings Lability or instability according to 
whether the center of pre sure travel is stable or unstable. 
A it is impossible to make a imple surface stable at varying speeds unless the center of 
pressure travel is stable and there is no practical urface with thi property, it is necessary to 
resort to a secondary surface known as the tail plane to obtain tability in a full-sized air-
plane . The tail plane act in the same way a the vane on a weathercock; that is, the moment 
eurve due to the tail is very stable becau e of the large di tance between the tail plane and 
the center of gravity. In thi case the tail plane does not carry a con tant load, as do the 
wing, so that its moment curve can be very table even though the center of pressure travel 
for the surface itself be un table. uppose a erie of momen t curve are plotted as in figure 
21 for a model airplane in the wind tunnel at variou po ition of the elevator. Now, if this 
airplane is flying at varying speed and constant load, the moment on the model tests at any 
given angle of incidence would be multiplied by the square of the ratio of the corresponding full-
scale speed to the speed of the model te t, giving the erie of curves shown in figure 22. It is 
seen that the e new moment curve are table at higJ1 angles of incidence and are all tangent to 
the constant moment curve at zero moment ; but a the moment of the full scale airplane at a 
con tant flight speed mu t be zero, the only part of the variable- peed curve we are interested 
in is where it cro es the zero moment axi . The tability is determined by the slope of the 
moment curve, and as the two curv -con tant and varying speed-arc tangent at zero 
moment, it is evident that Lhe. tability at varying peed i the same as at constant speed. pro-
viding the moment curve for variou eleva tor etting are parall I; and this is the ca e in prac-
tically all airplanes. From the tandpoint of efficiency it i noL desirable to move the centel' 
of gravity far enough forward to obtain complete tability for the wings alone, but this is 
unnecessary if the moment curve of the tail i table, for by combining a 'Tery stable Lail with 
a slightly unstable wing the complete airplane will have tability. 
- 'I he moment of unstable wings can be made table at constant peed hy moving the cenLer 
of gravity far enough forward, but wi th a con tant load and varying speed " the stability of the 
wing can not be ehanged by varying the po ition of the center of gravity. The complete air-
plane, however, has the ame tahility for varying pe ds a ' it ha for con tant speell. It should 
be noticed that al though the vectors obtained by a model te t may be table, thi doe not mean 
that an airplane in free ilia-ht will be table; on the other hand an airplane may be stable in 
flight even though it ha an nn table position of the v ctor. However, if the slope of the 
moment curve on the model i nea-atiye the full- ized airplane will be stahlf', and if po itive it 
will he unstable, of cour e neglecting the effect of the lip tream. 
ACTIO OF THE TAIL PLA E AND ELEVATOR I PRODU ING PITCH! G MOMENT. 
The horizontal tail surface consi t , in almo t all modern airplane , of a fixed portion with a 
movable portion hinged to it rear edge. The turning of the rear part will, fir t, change the 
angle of attack of the entire tail mfaee, and, econd, change the camber of the eetion, thus 
effectively changing the lift coefficient of the tail .by the application of very little force to the con-
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troIs. The pressure curves indicate that the distribution of load is constant between the two 
parts of the tail for the small angular changes used in .flight, so that. itmay·be a sumed that the 
force on the elevator is very nearly proportional to the force on the whole horizontal tail surface. 
This is eonfirmed by the similarity between the stick force curve and the pitching moment 
curves of the tail, although there i a di crepancy at very low . peed where the elevator angle 
i quite large. 
It is desirable in every airplane to have the stiek force zero at the normal flying speed, a result 
that may be accomplished in two way ; fir t, the inevitable weight of the elevator may be bal-
anced statically by weights or springs, or, second, the weight may be balanced-as is usual-
by the air force acting on that member. N ow, in order to obtain a sufficient air force to balance 
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the weight of an ordinary elevator, it i neces-
sary to make a chanO'e (backward) of the cen-
ter of gravity to increase the total up load on 
the tail, of whieh the elevator will get a mall 
share; or, better, to decrea e the angular etting 
of the tail plane, which, as has been hown, 
increases the proportion of load on this part. 
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Thi is the function of the adjustable tail plane which can be u ed to minimize the tick force 
at any ordinary flight condition. Even a small change in elevator weight may greatly alter 
the stability of t.he airplane because of the important changes thn.t are made on the airplane to 
balance it aerodynamically. A will be shown later, these change o-reatly affect the distribu-
tion of pre sure on the tail surface. 
The tail surface works normally at rather small angles of incidence and with a small total 
load; so that the center of pressure is often off of the surface, thus having little significance. 
The load on the tail generally reverse in sign at a certain speed making the center of pressure 
curve discontinuous. The center of pressure curve for Case III are plotted in figure 23 against 
air speed; a separate curve for each engine speed. The curves are quite regular and the vectors 
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are further forward with Lhe lower eno-ine speeds. At 65 miles per hour, where the load change 
sign, the vector passes off the rear and returns at the forward edge of the tail plane. 
The center of pressure curves for the elevator alon are shown in figure 24; the curves for the 
various engine speeds being close together, with a tendency for the center of pressure to be fur-
ther forward with higher engine speeds. The movement of the center of pressure is mall, and 
moves forward from 45 miles per hour to 60 mile per hour, but at hio-hcr peeds again moves to 
the rear. 
In figure 25 are plotted the moment curves of the elevator about its hinge for various engine 
speeds and air speed, and while it is evident that a great many of the point do not lie on the 
curve, because a very mall error in drawing the pressure curve at the trailing edge of the elevator 
makes a great difference in the moment about the hinge, these curve can be considered as fairly 
accurate, as they check with the moment curve obtained by measuring the direct force on 
the control stick, and it. may be considered that they are sufficiently correct for an illustration. 
With a center of gravity position in this run- a coefficient of 0.324-it i shown that the 
moments are all positive; that is, there is a tendency of the air to lift the elevator. At low air 
speeds this upward force on the elevator i rnther small, especially at low engine speeds; but, 
as the air speed is increa ed the load reache a maximum at about 65 miles an hour. As the 
peed increa e from this value the curves all tend to go downward; that is, the upward force 
on the elevator is increased about proportionally to the air speed. In order to complete the 
data, in figure 26 are plotted curves showing the angles of the elevator for a imilar condition of 
flight, and it. is intere ting to notice from these curves the small angle the elevator move through 
for greatly changing fliaht conditions, and for this rea on it is unnecessary in this report to 
resolve any of the force on the elevator into the plane of the tail plane. These curves show that. 
the angle of the elevator i increa ed; that is, is more po itive as the air speed increases up to 
about 55 miles per hour; from thi point on, however, the angle of the elevator lightly decreases 
and reaches about a neutral angle at the higher flight peed. It al 0 bciw that the higher 
engine speed requires Lbe greater positive angle of elevator setting. 
ACTUAL PITCHING MOMENT ABOUT THE CENTER OF GRAVITY DUE TO THE TAIL PLA E. 
The pitching moment produced by the tail plane about the center of gravity of the airplane 
is evidently found by the product of the di tance from the center of pres ure of the horizontal 
tail surfaces to the center of gravity and the load on the tail as found by integrating the pre sure 
over the whole of the horizontal surface. In figures 27 to 31 the curve as determined in this 
way are plotted against the air speed in mile per hour for various engine speed. As shown in 
the curves for Ca e I, the pitching moment ha a more po itive value a the engine speed is 
decreased, except at 600 revolutions per minute, which i in nearly all the other case abnormally 
high. The curve all decrea e from a negative to a more po itive value as the air peed is 
increased, and within the experimental error the curve are parallel; at low speed the curve 
become more nearly horizontal. It will be noted that in a e I, where th cent l' of gravity 
was a large distance back on the mean chord, that the curve for different engine peed are 
quite widely separated, while in ase II, III, and n the curve lie very clo ely together; but in 
Case V the curves are again separated at high peeds, and it is a remarkable fact that the order 
of the curves in this case is entirely rever ed; that i , that the curve at 1,400 revolutions per 
minute i lowe t and that at 600 revolution per minute i highe t. As the thrust line of the 
engine is about 3 inche below the center of o-ravity of the airplane, it would be expected that 
at high engine peed the thrust would tend to produce a po itive moment on the airplane and 
that this would be re i ted by a pitchino- or neo-ative moment on the tail plane, and tbis i 
evidently what happened in mo t of the ca e. The rea on for the abnormally high negative 
value of the pitching moment curve for 600 revolution per minute i not very clear, and it i. 
probably due to some effect of the slip stream-or lack of slip tream- on the wings or body. 
The complete rever al of the moment curves for Ca e V, however, i still more puzzling and can 
only be explained by the change in tagger-,,-hich was nece ary in thi ca e-producing 
different forces by interaction with the lip tream. A would be exp cted, the pitching moment 
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curve have a more negative value a the center of gravity i moved fon ard, and, a will be 
hown later on, the center of pre sure curve from these moments show very good agreement 
for all center of aravity position. 
CENTER OF P R ESSURE TRAVEL COMPUTED FROM MOME T CURVES. 
The distance of the center of pre ure from th center of gravity of the airplane i. evidnntly 
equal to the moment abou t the center of gravity clue to the wings, divided by the weight of the 
airplane, which is con tant; 0 that in all cases the center of pI' ure curve will be parallel to 
the moment curve no matter what position the center of gravity has. In figure 32 i hown 
the center of pre ure curve for all ca e and also for the a e of a wing te ted in the wind 
tunnel having the arne section a that of the full- iz d wing. In rder to obtain the true 
pitching moment of the wings alone, the moment of the cha sis and body, although mall, mu t 
be subtracted; 0 a model body and chas is were tested in the wind tunnel in order to obtain 
their true pitching moment about the center of gravity in each ca e (fig. 33). The e values, 
correct d for scale, were then subtracted from the full-scale pitching moment due to the tail , 
thus giving the moment for the wings alone. It will be seen that the result of the everal ca es 
check very clo ely, and it may be concluded that this center of pressure . travel is very clo e to 
that actually occurring in flight. The full-flight center of pre ure travel is, however, con-
siderably farth r forward than it i in the model, and this is the same conclu ion that was 
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reached by the Briti h in their te t a noted previou ly, The difference is not great, but still 
it is enough to account for a con iderable lack of balance in the full- ize airplane if the center 
of gravity position is computed trictly from ind-tunnel result, The total travel of the 
center pres ure on the full- izcd airplane i Ie than it i on the model; 0 that the full- ized 
airplane might be expected to be more table than the model under imilar conditions. 
THE RELATIO OF THE STABILITY TO THE PRESS RE DISTRIB TION 0 THE TAIL RFACE, 
The stability of the airplane i dependent upon two fa tor ; the fir tithe moment curve 
of the wings alone, which in mo t ca e i un table, and the econd the moment curve of the 
tail, which i usually very stable. The fir t i mainly affected by the wing ection u ed, by the 
amount of tagger, and, mo t important, by the po ition of the center of gravity; the second 
j affected almost entirely by the length of the body and by the a pect ratio of the tail plane, 
for the moment curve will evidently be more table the more rapidly the lift of the tail plane 
i changed for a given change in the angle of attack, and thi chang in lope of the lift curve 
is mainly affected by the a pect ratio of thi udace, The tability of the airplane, then, can 
be increa ed in two way; fir t, by making the moment curve of the wing more ta.ble Of, 
second, by increasing the efficiency of the tail urface. 
The stability of an airplane, as shown in R eport No, 96 may be measured in two dilferent 
ways; one with fixed control and the other with free controls, and, a is generally the cn e, the 
stability with fixed control evidently depend on the change in the po ition of the elevator for 
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different Itight condition~, while the stability with free controls depends entirely on the force on 
the elevator for various flight conditions. It is this last condition which can be tudied quite 
readily from the di tribution of pressure on the tail urface , and in no other way can the exact 
process of th stabilizing £fect on the tail plane be visualiz d. 
In order to study more clearly the effect on the pres ure listribuiion on the horizontal tail 
urfaces of various changes in the airplane, the pres ure di tribution curve are hown in figure 
34 for the different case at 600 revolutions per minute and at the vari ous air speeds investigated. 
These curve are not drawn a accurately a the originals and arc only intended to bring together 
in one place the various curves, 0 that they may be more easily compared; but their accuracy 
i quite ufficient for use a an illustration. 
In ea e I there is a marked upward pres ure at the leading edge of the tail plane at the lowe t 
peed , but as the peed increase thi region of upward pre ure moves backward, and at about 
60 mile per hour a region of downward pre ure appears at the lower ide, increasing to larger 
and larger value as the peed increa es . It will be noticed that as the air peed drop from 60 
to 50 miles per hour the upload on the elevator increases (unstable), due to increa ed suction 
near the hinge. From 50 to 45 mile per hour the upload increa es ( table), due to the elimina-
tion of the downward pr ure at the trailing edge of the elevator caused by it more negative 
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angle. On the other hand, as the speed increases from 60 to 100 miles per hour the upload is 
decreased (unstable) until at the highest speed the load become downward, due to a negative 
pressure region at the rear of the elevator caused by the positive elevator angle. At the high 
peed not only the weight of the elevator it elf but tho downward air force mu t be held by the 
pilot, making it necessary for him to exert a considerable pull on the control stick; and if the 
control in thi po ition were relea ed the airplane would immediately no e over onto its b ack, a 
thing which has actually happened with thi type of airplane in actual flight. 
It might be well to define here the terms " tail heavy)) and" nose heavy )) a used by the 
pilot. Generally speakinO', the pilot considers an airplane no e heavy when there i for the 
greater portion of the flying range a pull on the stick; inversely, it i tail heavy if there is an 
undue push on the tick. This force on the tick may be due, however, to two causes: The fir t 
is the weight of the elevator itself, which is no unimportant part of total stick pull, and the 
second i the air load on the elevator, which, it will be seen, varie with the different flight condi-
tion. For a balanced condition of the control it i neces ary, then, to have an upward air force 
on the elevator which i equivalent to the weight of that member, and in some instances the ele-
vator i 0 heavy that thi necessitate a large and usually detrimental change in the airplane to 
affect thi condition. 
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In Case II the only change that has been made from the preceding is the movement of the 
center of gravity from a coefficient of 0.326 to 0.3 1. It will be een that there i no great change 
in the distribuLion of pressure; a general increa e on the upload of the tail urface is all that i 
seen, as would be expected from a change in the center of gravity. The general characteristics 
of the pressure on the elevator are the sarne as before, except that the load on the elevator is 
more downward at low peeds and of about the arne value at high speeds, 0 that the au'plane 
is on the whole more no e heavy; still the stability has been Unproved, this Unpro ement being 
due prUnarily, of course, to the more stable moment curve of the wings, and the tail load i 
balanced by this moment. 
In Case III the only change was the more negative setting of the tail plane; the pressure di ~ 
tribution, however, suffer a considerable alteration. In the fu'st place, there is at the leading 
edge a small region of upward pre sure at low speeds and a greater region at low speeds than 
occurred in the preceding case, and, as was shown before, the distribution of pre sure between 
the tail plane and elevator i such as to increa e the positive load on the elevator and decrease 
that on the tail plane. The elevator ha a considerable upload in all case due to the elllnina~ 
tion of the negative pre sure area at its trailing edge, and this i confirmed by the deCl'eased 
nose heavine s in flight. The function of the adju table tail plane, therefore, i not to alter the 
total load on the tail plane, as this must be con tant for anyone flight peed and center of gravity 
position, but to vary the distribution of load between the movable and fixed portion of the tail 
uri ace, so that the moment about the elevator hinge may be made as mall a desu'ed. It i 
evident by the pressure distribution curve that the stability i increased by a negative change 
in the stabilizing angle; that is, there i less down load on the elevator at the 'higher flying 
peed. 
In Case V where the tail plane i inverted- that i , the flat surface uppermo t- a very 
considerable change in the pI' sure di tribution i hown. The negative reo-ion at the leadino-
edge at low speeds is concentrated more nearly at the fronL, but at higher speeds the pressure 
reverses and the positive reo-ion is more to the rear; so that the region of ma..'{imum pressure is 
moved a considerable distance back on the tail plane, and altogether there is a greater load on 
the tail plane than in any other case, as would be expected with it more forward position of center 
of gravity. The pre sure conditions on the elevator are quite dillerent in Lhi case, due chiefly 
to the very forward position of the center of gravity, but undoubtedly the more efficient action 
of the tail plane in this position increase the high speed stability as shown in Report No. 96. 
There i a down load on the elevator at low speed which changes to an up load as the speed 
increa es, producing con iderable stability, althouo-h the airplane is at all tUnes rather nose 
heavy. 
In Case VI the center of gravity coefficient wa 0.370 and the special tail plane was used hav~ 
ing a greater span and a thicker ection. The distribution of pre sure over the tail plane is very 
different from the other cases, and while the pre sure curve for similar conditions have some-
what the same shape, the down pres ure at the nose and the up pressure at the tail were very 
much exaggerated, producing exceedingly large values at high peed; and these higher pres ure 
region are concentrated on a very small portion of the chor 1 in each ca e. It i al 0 evident 
from the curves how great is the tability of the au'plane with thi tail plane even though the 
center of gravity is far back-a the downward pressure on the elevator at low speed rapidly 
increases with the air speed to rather great upward value . 
THE EFFECT OF TH E SLIP TREAM 0 STABILITY. 
It has been clearly shown in Report o. 96 that the longitudinal stability of the tail plane 
is con iderably decrea ed by the effect of the slip stream on the tail surface, becau e if these 
members are in constant or nearly con tant flow of air it is much more difficult to obtain tability 
than if they are in an air flow which varies as the peed of Ilight. The e[£iciency of the tail 
surface then will be proportional to the amount of area which is outside of the slip tream, so 
that a tail plane of high aspect ratio is of great advantage in increa ing the tability, not only 
because it increases the steepness of the lift curve but becau e it ha a considerable amount of 
area which is outside of the slip stream. 
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The effect on the stability of an airplane from the variation in the slip stream cau ed by 
changing the engine speed is very omplex and little actual data have been obtained on it. For 
the purpo e of showing more clearly the effect on the pres ure di tribution over the tail urfaces 
with the varia Lion in engine speeds, there arc shown in figure 35 the various curves of pressure 
distribution for the four enaine speeds tried, and for the variou conditions of the airplane . 
..\.. in figure 34, these curves arc not intende I to represent a curately the pre ures, but are only 
drawn in a general way to serve as an illustration; Ca e I V was omitted for the rca on that it 
showed no clillerence from Ca e III, and in Cn e VI there were no nms taken at 900 and 1,200 
revolutions per minute. 
The free control tabiliLy a determined for thi airplane in Report o. 96 shows that in 
general there i a pull on the stick, and the down load on the elevator is greatest at low enginc 
speeds. Thi effect i shown in all the ea es, al though it is not a evident visually as mighL be 
expected because the downward pressure at the low engine speed occur at the trailing edge of 
the elevator, and even though the total load on the elevator does not decrease with the air speed, 
the moment about the hinge will be more negative with the lower air peeds. In all ca es the 
lower engine speed produce a greater down load at the nose of the tail plane and at the arne time 
a higher region over the hinge, and as the engine speed decrea e there is a greater region of 
down pre ure at the rear of the elevator. 
How far the effect of the slip stream change the distribution of pressure over the tail 
' urfaee by a chang in velocity 01' by a change in direction can not be determined until more 
complete data are obtained on the lip- tream direction and velocity around the tail mfaces. 
It, i neces ary, however, to distinguish between cause and effect; that is, there i a pitching 
moment abouL the cenLer of graviLy clue Lo the wing, the body, and Lhe moment of the propeller 
LhrusL about the center of al'aviLy; all of "which must be balanced by the load on Lhe tail, and in 
teady fiight the eleyator mu t be placed in ueh a po ition that thi load produces a moment 
abouL the center of gravity which i exactly equal to the total moment produced from the 
oLher causes. Therefore, the change in total load on the tail urfaces at a given air spe d mu L 
be due to a change in. moment about the center of gravity, cau ed either by the momenL of th 
propeller thrust about the center of gravity or by the lip- t!'eam effect on the wing and body ; 
on the other hand, the eli tribution of pre sure over the tail surfaces and the change in pre ure 
on Lhe elevaLor in particular are determined by the direction and velocity of the air pa sing 
over these urface , and thi change (at con tant fljaht peed) only with a variation in Lhe peed 
of the engine. WiLh a con Lant setting of the elevator in an airplane which i fiying, trimmed 
at, say, 600 reyolution per minute, when the engine i opened up to 1,400 revolutions per 
minuie Lhe average airplane will tend \'0 climb. Thi i due not primarily to the facL that Lhe 
thru t lin i slightly below the cenLer of aravity but i mainly due to the fact thaL the velocity 
over the tail i greaLer and in a more downward direction-that is, the negative load on Lh 
tail i greater - which tends to rai e the nose of the aU'plane to uch an angle that the momenL 
of Lhe tail plane i balanced by the moment of the wing about the center of gravity; therefore, 
Lhe more table the airplane the Ie variation in air pe d will ther be between variou throLLle 
ettiQg for equilibrium conditions. 
SUGGE TIO S FOR FURTHER RESEARCH. 
A the alue of are earch i not only in an wering que tions but also in finding question 
Lo answer, it is believed thaL a short discussion of the difficulties encountered in this investi-
gation and the problem for which a sati factory olution ha not been arrived at will be of 
value in guiding future work of thi kind. It might be argued that un olved problem would 
be of little value to the ayerage person, but th recognition of problems that are worth oIving 
i a step ahead in any branch of re earch and their ugge tion may lead to new line of thought. 
One of the most important problem, and one on which there has been only a little light 
hed, i the ection of the tail plane. It i een from the te t in thi report that the tail plane 
with a thick section gives very high local pre ure at the leading edge and at the elevator hinge, 
but at the arne time it al 0 give to the airplane an excellent degree of stability; and the ques-
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tion that has not been answered is whether the even distribution of pres ure over the tail sur-
faces is incompatible with a stable tail moment curve. It is suggested in Report J o. 96 that 
the point of maximum stability depended upon the relation of the camber on the upper or 
lower sUl'face of the tail plane, and that a high upper camber gives stability at low speeds, 
while a high lower camber gives stability at high speeds. AI 0 the results in this report show 
conclu ively that a tail plane with a flat upper surface and a considerable camber below gives 
a much more even distribution of pressure than the usual type of tail where the flat surface 
is the lower. The whole problem, then, consists in finding that section which will give the 
greatest stability with the most even distribution of load over the tail surface. Of course in 
some airplanes a high degree of stability is n.ot required or even desirable, in which case it is 
still best to u e the most efficient tail section, and if the stability is to be reduced, to cut down 
the area of the surfaces. 
Another unsolved problem which is of the greatest importance in the design of tail surfaces 
is the investigation of the causes for the vibrations which occur in some tail planes. It is believed 
that this is the reason for the failure of some tail planes which are structurally quite strong enough 
to withstand the static load which is imposed upon them. The data from this investigation 
show that there i in some instances a very great tor ionalload on the tail plane about the 
Y -axis which produces a considerable change in the angle of setting of this member due to deflec-
tion, and this deflection in turn would cause a still greater change in the pitching moment; so 
it is quite conceivable that pressure conditions could arise in which an oscillation would be 
set up about the Y-axis which might become dangerously large for certain speeds. 
In regard to the changes in the methods and instruments which would be recommended 
for another test of this kind, the first would be the recording on the same film with the pres-
sures, as at present, the value of the air speed, the engine speed, and the angle of the elevator. 
This could be done very easily by measuring the air speed by the height of the liquid in one of 
the tubes in the same way that the pressures are measured, and the revolutions of the engine 
could be recorded in the same way with a liquid column raised by a centrifugal pump as in the 
Veeder liquid tachometer. The angle of the elevator could be easily recorded by placing a 
scale in the center of the gauge and having a small poinLer running over it on a flexible 
wire connected to the control system. In this way a better check could be obtained upon 
the accuracy of flying done by the pilot, and it would also give additional data which would 
be of value in studying the result of the pressure readings. A mentioned before, the neces-
sity for making capilln.ry corrections for each one of these tubes in the gauge was very laborious, 
and in another instrument every effort would be made to obtain tubes of such uniform bore 
that the e corrections could be neglected. 
CONCL SIO S. 
STR CT RAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
The mo t interestino- re ult obtained from the e te tare, perhap , the very low average 
load per square foot on the usual type of tail plane during teady flight; 0 mall in fact that it 
could not in any cpnceivable way cause failure even on the weakest tail plane. With the tail 
plane of thick section, however, the condition were quite different, even though the average 
load Wit of cour e the same a before. A very high local down load occurred at the leading 
edge and conversely it very high up load occurred at the hinge, which consequently produced a 
very large torsional moment about the Y-axi of the airplane, 0 that thi type of loading 
might prove tructurally unsafe unle the front spar wa made exceptionally stiff. It i also 
hown that there maybe con iderable danger in the u e of an adjustable tail plane which can 
reduce the load on the control to a very small amount, yet the load on the tail plane itself may 
be very large, in ome case dangerou ly 0, without giving warning to the pilot. The advan-
tage of an inverted tail plane- that i ,a ecLion with the o-reatest camber on the lower surface-
are made evident from the pre UTe curve, which how a much more even distribution of pres-
ure over the tail surface with thi arrangement. The u e of a tail plane of high aspect ratio 
is in some cases a t.ructural advantage because it bring the tip of the tail surface outside of 
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the slip stream, and it is the tip of the tail plan e which carries a considerable proportion of the 
load ; and if the tip is in the slip stream, as i the case wi th a great many tail planes, this load 
is considerably augmented. I n this case the load may be upward on one ide of the tail plane 
and down on the other, due to the rotation of the slip stream, producing a very large torque 
about the X-axi of the airplane, while with the high aspect r atio plane thi torque i considerably 
reduced. 
S TABILITY. 
The conclusions r eached on tability may be summed up bri efly by stating th,tt the effi ciency 
of the tail phne is increa ed by an in r ease in aspect ratio far more than by any other change, 
and thi is proved not only by pres. m e distribution but by theory and by te ts on the stabili ty 
of the airplane from mea uremen ts of the elevator force and po. ition . The center of pre sm e 
travel for the wings as determined from the integrated pre nre on the tail surfaces give curves 
that are fairly con istent with them elve and with r esults obtained in another way by the British , 
but the eenter of pressm e is lightly further forward on the full size airplane than it is on thf' 
model. 
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O~----------------------_#------------------~I 
\~,/ ,-",,-- ---- - ...... _--
C iK 
I I 
\ ----..... ""'----- --// 
119. 4 0."----- ---- "- _/ 
CASE .1. leOO RPM. 
Lower surrace . 
4S M.PH 
---
Upper surface . 
LEFT 
SID£. 
c~~~-~--~--3-~-*I ~~~-~-~-/ K 
1ICJ. 46. 
5 724-21-5 
CASE .1. 140.0. R.PM. 70. MP.H RIGHT 
C~~~~--~====~~~=;~~--__ K 
----
------
----Df-~~-=-~-~-~---~--~~==~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~~~ I 
, I 
\ I 
,_I 
Low er s urf'oce. 
CL-~==~=\~-~--~-=--~~,~,~~~ ~ I H ---
Upper Surfoce . \ I \ I 
'-
---------- ------B~--~~~~--~~~~~~==~~==~G \ , 
\ / 
, / 
.... -
-------A~--~~------====~--~~~~====~F 
119. 44. 
CASE .1. 14 0.0 RPM 80 MPH RIGHT 
Lower surz c; . _ _ _ 
C~~~--------~~~~----~--~~--~=_--~~~H 
--- ,--,,-----1----__ --
\ I 
\ I 
119. 4 5 . 
---
---
Upper surfoce. 
______ G 
CASt: f. 120.0 R.PI1. E45 I1.PH. RIGHT 
c ! ~ S ""!K 
,= ~ -- -,=~~, 
LLower sur/ace II 
cr-- -<::=::: -- - -= -1-- --I 
:l Upper SUrfGCe 
8 r==---:::::=:~-;;;.-;::...;.- ---------Ill=- -;;:=-:=-=-----\ G A~, ,l I' 
/19.51. r 
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CASE I. 1200 R.PM. SO M.p.H. LErT 
1 SIDe. Ar ............ r 
---- ,, ' ' 1 
-,-
8 1 I G 
"'-.- ------ -
....;:... -'I 
- -
£ 1 
. r -=_. __ 
rig. 47. 
Cr-------------------~~~~~----------~H 
~~-'=---~---~~~ 
"'--
--------
Lower surFace ./ Upper surFace. 
O~~-------------------~_H----------_=~----~I 
\ ----.... --:---:----..... -- --
.... _- ---------_ .... / 
£ ~,~,::======~=====:~--~~_~-==-~-~-:-=-===-~-/_~_~,~/ K 
r/g.48. -------------
CASE I 1200 R.PM. 70 M.p.H. LErT 
SIDe. 
8k---------------------~------------~G 
- - ---- ---- " 
C~------------------~~~~------------~H 
, ----------
- .... ----Lower .surFace. 
~==-::"_-'1_/ 
Upper s urFac; . 
C~~========~--~~===_--~~K \ 
rig.49. '--------------- -
CASE I. 1200 RPM. 50 MPH. RIGHT. 
£L I 
-.,...., /( I r-
. 1 -~ 
---1) 1\ ~ 
-',,/ 
Lawer surFac:!::::-,.... __ 
-- --- ....... 
7 
Upper SurFace 
--1-----
ALrl~~~~==~~----~---~lf-~~~~~r 
riq.52 . 
T[ 
RIGHT. 
- E 
LawersurFoce.':'::.. __ -
c~~)c::======-=-==-~--==_9f=--- -~-~~~~-~~~~ H 
,_/ 
Upper SurTace. 
CASE I 1200 RPM. 70 MPH. RIGHT 
\ / 
,~/ 
Lowersurroce ,.'3 __ _ 
c~~~=-====-~-~-~-=-~~==~-==-~---~>---~~~~ 
Upper s urFace. 
-------- ------B~~~~==~~==~==~~~~~~~~G 
,,_/ 
.J 
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CASE I. 1200 RPM. 80 1'1. PH LEFT 
SIDE 
Ar="~------------------~~~------____ ~ 
8k'------------------------~----------------~G 
......... ~--~-=--=------_/ 
/ 
c~~-----------------~~~~--~~~~~~~~ 
-...: ......... . UppersurToce . I 
'1; .... _-------_ ..... / \ --------r----" 
\, ... _--- Lowersur/oce. 
o lr~~---------------------+~------------------~J , 
1 
\ 
'- -" 
\ 
\ 
-----
-----
rig 50. ' - ----------___ ...... -
CASE J. 900 RPI'1. 
........ -- ....... __ ..... -- ..... ,--
---
45 MPH. LEFT 
SIDE. 
A~--------~~=-----------_H--~~~~~~ F 
8~~-=-=-~-~-=-=-=-=-=-~-~-~-~-~-~~~~~~~r1G I\.... ----------
Upeer Surface. c~--~-~~~-~1~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~~-~-~-~-~-;-~-~-~-~-~-~----.-~ H 
Lower surFace . 
D~-~--~-~-==~~-=--~-~-~-1f_-~-~--~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~--:7 1 
Fig. 56. 
CASE 1. 
, 
A,'__. 
900 RPI'1. 
c' ~---- ~...r---
.0 ' 
rig. 57. 
Lower surToce :' 
""--- - -
50 M.PH. 
--- ,----_1 
____ / -I 
F 
LEFT 
SIDE. 
...-- Upper surface. , H 
---_ .... , 
CASE .1. 1200 RPI'1. 80 1'1. P. If. RIGHT. 
I 
I Loyversurroce .~_ 
/- ---- --- ...... c~---i~~'~-~-~-~-~:: __ ~~==~::~~~~~==~~~~H 
\ I 
..... " 
6g.55. 
CASE I. .900 RPM 
Upper surFace . 
45 1'1. PH RIGHT. 
~~==~========~~/~--~~~~~~==~~~~ £ _________ _ ______ -- X 
Upper sur.Foce. 
~~~-=~-~-~~~~~==~ __ ~~~~H 
C 1, ...... _/ ---7 
Lowersurroce", 
C~E :~~---:::~f~~~ __ =~~~fi" 
'-
I. ower surroce . 
rii:J.63 . 
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900 RPI'1. 60 1'1. PH. 
f...-.-- - ---J 
,/,,"" 1 
., 
LEFT 
S IO£. 
I c~ 
Upper surface . 
---
, - ----- T 
Lower surface . 
DI~==~~======~~#=:=====~~~~l l ~~  ) '1 
',------------- -----------
£I~==~==~==~~_i~==~~--~~-IK 
" ......... ----: _ / / ' fig 58. - ----- ---------~ -- -~--
CASE .1. .900 RP 1'1. 70 I'1.PH. 
A~~============~~--~~::~F 
LEFT 
SIO£. 
8~----------------------~--------------~/ G 
I , 
\ ;-
, ." 
_/ 
c~--------------------~~~~~T,Up.~~~e~r~s~u~r~n~a~ce~.~~H 
\ --- -------// 
' .... _----------T--
Lower surface. 
D~~----~======~~--===-~~==~~I 1 • I 
\ -------- -- - '--- ..... _-"-- ...... _--,,,/ 
'---
, 
FIg. 5 9. ' .... ____ -----__ __ -
CASE .I. .900 RPI'1. 80 I'1.PH. LEFT 
SID£. 
8~~--------------------~~--------------~ G 
I 
I 
I 
I 
---- .... -
c~~~----------------~~~~----------------~ H 
--------- - ---I _------ T 
,_ ..... "- Lower surface . 
-
/ ", , 
-----
Upper surface. 
/ 
., 
D~--~-------------=~~f----------=~--~~ I 
I 
I 
\ ---
'---
----
£R-~~----~~_i~==~----~ 
I 
Fig. 60. 
\ 
\ 
,-------- ...... , 
'---
CASt: I. 900 R.,PM. 60 MPH RIGHT. 
E~~~_~==========~~ __ ~~~~~~~~IK 
. 1 f) r~ ..... _ 
\._ ..... /L ___ - __ -----_~_ 
CASt: I. 800 R.PM 
--7 Upper Surface . 
70 MPH. 
1 
-:;?I I 
RIGHT. 
Lowersurf'ace.~ __ 
~, ___ ~_- I --_~ 
upf er Surface. 
Fig. 65. 
CASE I. .900 R.P.M. 80 MP.H. RIGHT. 
o~- ""'~I---= ;::"'~I 
,/ Lowersurf"oce .......... 
~--~~~--.-~-~-~-~-~~~-==-=-~==~------~-~-~~~~ 
Upper surrace;" , / 
..... / 
Fig. 66. 
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CASE .l. 900 RP.!1. 901'1.P.H. LErT 
SIDE. 
8~------------------------~----------------~G 
" 
--------,..------
~ 
, ___ ---------T-~ 
Lower surfoce . 
~,,~ -----
---------
£~==~~~~--ib~~~--~ 
\ 
\ 
" 
ri'q.61. ---------
C~k5~£~I~. ~~~~=6=0=0==R=. P.=.H.=.~~4=S~!1.~·P.~· H.=·==~1 LE~~E. 
Ar- I
r 
.L _- _ L~J~~u~l'oce 
c l ........ ___ ---
-L _ --
£1'----
----
Fig. 5 8 . 
CASE J. 600 RP.!1. 
A~ 
.1 B~_ ---- -
c~ ___ 
-:...-- r --' 
Lower surroce . 
. 1 
01'''''''._ 
Upper st.;rl'oce. - JH 
1 
---- -~ I( V i 
50 !1.p.H. LEFT 
SIDE. 
F 
---
l 
IG 
-.- J 
~H 
Upper SurfOCe. 
II 
= __ ~ I 
CASE 1. 900 RP!1. 90 1'1.P.H. RIGHT 
----- ..... c~--~~~~~~===--===#===~~~~-~-~-~· -~-~-~-~-~H 
..... _ ., A. __ Lower surFace . Upper surToce . 
Fiq.67. 
CASE I . 600 RP.H. .,5 M.Ph' RIGHT. 
£ - K 
,..._--_..... Lowersur;oce,'\.... 
C" T Upper surl'oce. 
H 
Fig. 74. 
CASE J. 600 RP.M. 50 M.p.H. RIGHT. 
E ....... ___ I( 
0 "-:::.._-
c "-..... --
Lower surroce.\ 
~~~=S~~ ~~~~H 
\ 
I/pper svrl'oce . 
8 , ---
Fig. 75 
, 
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CA5£ 1. 600 RPI'1. 601'1.PH. 
A~~===============it:~~~~ r 
LerT 
SlOt:. 
8~----~~~~~_~_~_~_~_~, ~_~_=_=_=_=_=_~_~_~_=_=_~,~G 
---------
C k-------------------~~~~~~~------------~~H 
- T-----/ 
Upper surroce . 
CAS£ l. 600/?PI'1. I 701'1.P.H. 
Arl ~==========~----~~j--~ __ --__ _J F ~------l 
L£FT 
SID£. 
8~~,~======-=-=-=-=-~-~--~-~"~-~-~~---~-7---=-~~G 
,_/ 
C .....-:::--1--- I H 
I , _ ~-...:::.=::;.;:=--""TT=--~ - J - - - ' I 
Lower surroce. Upper surroce. 
~~::=======60=0==R=P.::::.H~F ~
L1:rT 
SID£. 
8 r-~~=_-=======::-:-~-~-~-~_~jt~~=:;:~=_~_=_:/~/~G 
------
Lovver surFace. 
o'F'c:======== 
\ 
\ ----
\ / 
" 
.c I ______ - - - -.~_:-c,-,------lt--=---------;r'-=,., K 
, 
, 
'-
F/g. 72. 
CASE I 
CL~I ~_~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
600 RPM 60 MP.fI. RIGHT. 
ot _ 
,~-
c _-::-.::-
F/9· 76 . 
CAse .I. 
E 
'""'<::;-
o ~ :---x.--
'-
c,,~ _ _ _ 
CASE .I. 
Lower surf'oce. 
~ 
600 R.PM 
Lower surroce. , 
600 RPM. 
\ I~----------------\ / 
A 
H 
\upper surroce. 
70 MPH 
.-
RIGHT. 
o.:::...::.7
K 
----
- H 
\ upper surroce. 
80 MP.fI. RIGHT. 
--, K 
- - --- I 
Upper sur roce. 
- -- --- r 
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CAse l. 600 R.PM. 100 I'1.PH. LUI 
SIDE. 
A~-------------------------H------------~ F 
---
8~----------------------~--------------~G 
\ 
\ 
',-""" .... 
------
-------
c~--------- ---------~~?_~--------------~H 
' .... _" .... - Lower surFaCe. 
D ~--------------------=+~----------------~ 
\ 
\ 
\ --------------
,_ .......... 
.... _------
Fig. 73. 
------
.... ---- .... _/ 
CASE I . 600 R.PM. 100 M.PH. RIGHT 
Ek-____________________ ~----------------~K 
---
..... _--
O ~~------------------~----------------~ 
-==-.::-:..--------..[,---------.... 
8~~~------------------~}---------------~G 
-- _. :-:;.;----
-- ---=-=-=~--
---
A ~~~--------------------~------------~ 
Fig. 79 . 
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CASE I. MooR.PM. 45 M.PH. 
. A' ~·;~------U~~.::,O 
A'''/. .98; I' \A.,I.SC 
: ~ 
A=.,./.60/' = ..... =· .. ·..,:\Aa-l'I. S-f 
: " , , 
, ' 
A~"o.81 ,:c -------.........JA.O. i?8 
, '. 
)::--:: ---:. --------:. --------------:. ~ ~ ~ ~~:.:. ~ ~ ~: :::~ ~ ~:.:.:. ---.: .:::?-r ;:'~,:':': =:: ------------------.::: =::.:. -------::.::~:. ~:. :.:::.:.:.:.:.:.:~ 
A= " o.O.sV " ,~ ~A >'ISS 
. ,,1 ~ \, \ .. . 
: / 2 \ " I I \ \ A· tl- O. J/~ ~' \~.......-- -\ Aa.fO.S7 
: " \ ~ I I' \ 
I \ A.-0. 07~ '0 \ -=- : AdO . .3S 
, . 
'. Scale:_ '. " 
A =-0 . .30\-;:-- ? Inc;;s' -=:-/A' '<O,SO 
' ......... _ .. ________________________ , .... ' water. ....... ___ _____ .. ______________ .... ' 
CASE I. 1400 R.PM. 50 M.PH. 
A~::: :::::, 
" i \. 
A: ..,./ . .36,i- ...,........... I ----=::=:"-"'; 6 
, ~,.A='<O.7 
, . 
, 
. 
4 = "0. 98,£.' =====:=============F=============:::::::". ..... :-~'" A=+I.D8 
. 
i:.~:: ::~-: .. :. :.--------~-----:.:. ~ :::::=:-----------------:: ::~-- :=~,i r ~~:.:.:.:. --::.:: =-----------:. :.:=: :-------:.:.:.:.:. :.:=.: ::::: =:=~, 
.' ,,' \,~ --- ~ 
A=-o.D2, ~ . 'A=-I-2.D8 
, ' , 
/ I \ \ 
" ,'/ t? '\ \ 
A~",0.47,y=----.. -====- ~ ~' I '- ........)",A= ... 0'07 
:' " \ \ 
A=-O./4~ T 0 ' t" ~A~ +O.lc 
A =-0.D5'. , Scale.-Inches 
.. 
':-- - - -------:---=-==---/A= +0..35 
or 
wafer . '. 
N9· 8 1. ........ -_ .. - - - .. -- ---_ .. -- - ...... -
t 
j 
j 
I 
1 
1 
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CASE .r. 1400 R.P.M 50 MP.H. 
. - - -- ---- ----- ----- ----- --. - - -- ---- --- --- --- --- ------ ---- - -- --
, 
, 
, 
, 
::::...........V\A:.;./.c-tf 
, 
\ , 
, 
A"-o.7-?/ -= --=-------0,A.- I. S I 
, ' 
, ' !~:~ . .::..:.: : ..... .:~ '.'':= ~ ~~':-'':':':: : ~ ~ ~'. -:. ~ "-'':': -=:"-'':': ':: .~:; 1":~'-'':: ~~-:. ~ = :=-=.' -= -=-=.: ==== == -= -= = = 7.7.-:': = =:7. 7. ~= 7.~ ~7.~ 
A ' -0.27: ~ -==---- ,/ \,........-- ---............ A· ",p 00 
-. ;........... ~ " I ' 
" " \ " 
41 
I C \ \ 
A:>'-O. S7,1k=-.. ~ ~ " ', ----= ........... \ A=';().60 ~ \ ~\ 
" I \ \ , y' \ I 
", . -O.S I t=:::::::=:==== ---------=--.;y 0 I : A = - 0 .-/-1 
, I \ , 
A .. 0.76'~ __ / 7' Scale ." 7'A. "0.S-f 
\", /17~~es \'... ~~' 
'- - _____________________ - wot~r. ... ....... - _______ _____ ____ ____ ........ 
CASE I. 1400R.P.M 70 MP.H. 
.- .-- - ----- -- --- ---- - -- -- - - - - - -- - - - --------- - - - ----- - -- -. 
A'- I . 6~/-'--'-- --===---------+------------·-··-·-··..:.'"", -<=- 6.63 
A= ~O. 3c,/ A /S-I ! \ .- . 
A = - I . I i?,',~--:;;..-"e::::::::::=----"":==:::=======i=====~==~!!!!!---.:!!!~::::~~'j:::::",~\ A - rl.OO 
, 
" 
, ' A'-o.-?.3:~"""'-- ---- -0,A.,,0.9-? 
, \ 
A=- O' li'~ ::::::=-= -r - .......... ~(_1.50-
'~='-=---'--':':': = = -= = = = =-:==:7.-_-:':== -= -:"': -= = ==-: :-=--=-==, t;:= = -= -=---c..-_-_--=--= -= -=--=----=-----------:. -:.-=-= -=-=":.-: -=-=----:'7. = 7. =- ~" 
A=-o.C7 V/ ~ /',' \\ . L: \ A=" ~33 I ~ I ~ ~. 
, ' ' 
" / \ , \ 
I ' 2 \ ' 
A--O'?,p' .......-- -=-- " " ~ \ 
_ . /~ ~ \" . ;A=~O. 9/ 
I " / ... I 
I I \, " "'=-O.92~ ~' ;A=-O.i'3 
;.~ I 0 I 
\ / Scole:- ' I 
A·-I . .?7 ~. InC:;S I I" 7'A';O.SI 
". ____ ._. ___ ._--.-' water. " . ___________ -,-' 
A9· 83. 
58724-21-6 
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CASE 1. MOOR.PM 80 MPH 
" .. ....... 
-- -_._--.---- -- - - -.--
CASE /. 1200 RPM -15 MPH. 
, " " ; A atflo O .?8 
A = -O. 40\L,\\:-,_,=, =============~,'~ 
.... .. ... ... 
o 
Scole .c 
Inches 
or 
woler 
' ';,--------~======-/A= -0 . .31 '~"" 
, .. '/ --------------- - -~ .. . ' , Ft9·85. 
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CASE f. IZOOI?PM. 50 MPH. 
-------- ----- - - - - - - ----- - -
A=-O . .J~" -' ----- _<.-1.68 
A= -0.8.9 f.':" ---=============:i::::==--===:::;:::=5;:::~---.~,- A - -0./ ° 
, 
A :::- o.2S,' ', A;& <I-/.SS 
, 
, 
, 
, \ 
, 
, 
, 
A = '0.44/ ~'=7\A""I. / 7 
, 
, 
, , 
A -- O.!.]': l' - -----..........,A . ' I . .J3 , , 
, , 
, , 
, , 
,/====::.:.:: :: -. -:.::.~::.~::.::.::. == = ::::.:: == = == = = --------=--.-----." -\"------: = = = =.-== -- .-.=,::. ::. ::.::.::. -:..::::.:.::. ~ -----:.::. ==.:. = = -----~ 
I ,'\\""..........-~ 
A =-O.44/ ~' \ ,A='1.80 
" " '2 \ I , , 
, , 
A =- O. /4,' / .....-:: ---...........~A .. .. O 76 
, 
, 
I 
, , 
A =- 0 . .98~ 
° Sco/e.~ 
\. ===========::=::::,~~ ~ ------.........~A: .. O.6'6' 
, 
'~ ~~:;======~~--~~~==::===~~~'A='0. 14 , I A.-088\~~",~==========~~==~ 
.... ~ ~ --- - ---------------- .... 
CASE /. 
Inches 
or 
waler . 
/ 200 R.PM 60 MP.H. 
-- -- . - ---- --.- .. --------- - -- - - --- ---- - -- -- ---.- _ .. ---- ----- ..... 
, 
........ .. ... 
A=- o.~~, ',<=-us 
A = ' 0.. 4~,/':.~-----=7"..<:::.:::::= =====;;;;~;;;;:::==;;;:;;;;;;.-c::::;;;;;;;:::""'~:::::~~;:.·' .. A. -0.67 
A = '0. 4S,.~' --?'"---=========~========iF====::::::::::=====:::S;::J~ ..... i'., A • • I . c3 
A=-0.03/~ 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
'. 
---............~\A . -I-O. 86 
, 
, 
, 
, 
-----~~----~------~~============================:~~~~~\ A=,0.. 03 ,~ ........... , A . ~ / . 4 1 
, , 
, 
, 
.f== = = = == ~-------.:.: === =.=. =. =. ----"'-.: .. :;~= =. =. ~ ---------= = ::?"I':'~': --------------.:---------------------------------=."'- ---------------:.\ 
A --0. 8 7' " ,~ ~A:"1 8' • I~ _______ / \ , . v 
: ~ 2 ', \ 
, ! \ : A =-o.41,~ --=::::::;"".. "A . 'O.S O 
: " I " " I I \
A = - a 81 L==:======= ==------;:' ° ' , ; A· ,0. 47 
, Sco/e.~ , / A'- /. /7 "~ 7 In~t;:s.. ,,?'A : ,0..60 
........ ___________________ - ....... wale r. ..... ___________ _____ _ - .. --
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CASE I 1200 R.PM. 70 MPH. 
-- - ------------- -- -------- -------------------------
--
A.- I 7~ • .(. /' ,<=-3.18 
A'- 0 4~,'~ ~ I '.~.-0.99 
I 'k ' A ' -O. ,?~,  '-../ \ A ... 1. 23 
I \ 
I \ 
A '-O. I.J/~ ~\A=-1. 2/ 
I \ 
" ---- ~ \ A . - 0.54,......... ::::::::------ ~\A= "1. /9 
: \ 
f-=== == = -= -= = ----------------------.: =----------= =---------"'-~,7 t <: ~----------------------: -: == = = = = =.:.:.:.: -------~ ~ = = -=--=-~~, 
A '-1. 2 0 \:: ~/' .~ ~..),A="1. 79 
,'~ ', . " I I 2 '\ . , 
I ,\ \ 
I I ' I ~a-O. 8.3,== "1' '\"'"~ :::::::........\A .. +O.7S 
, I \ \ 
I ,\ \ 
I I ' ~ 
A .-I. I 0K: ~ 0 , :AH O.28 
\ • k~~ • 
A· -/.38 ~ ,// :r:::. ' ,:\~~""::,=_ =======-----=-~==,=_",_~/,,,/A= ."..0.31 
--------------- -------- ---- --- ------' F/q.88. 
CASE I. 1200 R.P.M. 80 M.P.H. 
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CASE I. 800 R.PM. 45 MPH. 
------- - --- - -------------- ------ - --------------- --. 
" 
A= I- I . ~,'~,' ''''''::::::....---------------=='I--==:---------------7' A'- 1. 9~ 
' '1\\ 
A = - I . 7~/ 
A . _ Q BB .i· --~~::::==~~~~~~~::::::::::::+=====~====~~~-----c~~~~-_,I, 
· ' · . 
· ' 
· ~ A= /- O.4.J : ,A ·+O.~6 
A .-O.d IIL ............... ::::;:;-- --== I' \'.AZ/- O.lS 
. . 
. ~ 
:~ === -= -=-=::; -===== = =:::: ----: == ---=::; === =::; = = = :--? t ~~ = =: ::----:. ==: ----:.=:------:. = =-= = = == : ----=-== = :.:= =~, 
, I " I 
Az -I S7/~ :.....;;; .... ;' 'r .....J,A .I- O.E9 
I ~ ___ I, , 
" " 2 \ \ I I \ I A=-O. 87,~ , I \ =',A=-O.3S 
, I -------.", I 
I , ' 
I ''' I 
A=- O.S7{ .............. 7 0 \\, ::;jA=-1.23 
, , ~~ I 
A=- O.87 ·~ " Inch es '< = .....; .... / A :-I.OJ' 
\'..... ~ waO~er. '" ;,,' 
.... ..... f · ....... _ ;' 
.. ---- -- ------ --- -- -- - ... - -- - - - - - - - --- - --- ---'" 
ri'j. 90. 
CASE /. 900 R.PM. 50 M.PH. 
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CASE I 900 R.p.M. 60 MP.H. 
----- ----- ------ --- --------- --------- ----- -----------. 
A'-O. ~~, ' <.-I.S.9 :~~~::~~::::~~~~::::::~~~l:::::::~~~~~;;~~~::==~-:-:-~~ A ' -o..",S,' ',~. +0.. 05 
- : \ 
A < - 0. . .38., '.A. - I . 16 
A.-0..67:~ 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
-----...... ',A·+I.I -f 
, 
, I 
I • ------......... \ 
A· .as;: . ,"'c ..... " ... " c." " "," " c ••••• '" C c 71,: "c ••••••• '" c cC.'c c :Cc.'.'" "c.'.," ,'" :~.' ,. 20 
, 
, " ', -------- ~ A = - 1.17,~ __ / '~ , A =rl.59 
: ~ t? ', \ 
, , \ \ 
I' ' A.- 0.. 98 ,~ " I'" ----- "A=+o.SI 
I " \ " 
A . -1 . .3/~ '-', -----::=============-:7// a. " ...--- ~ A-+ 0. 71 1 Sc ole:- \, ; - . 
A · - 1.1 / ... '~~,::,_:_:::::::_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_:::_::::_::::_=_=_:_:_:_:_::_::::=,=,~/7{ :~r: " _____ m ___ mm _ m __ ,//'.4< '0..65 
r I9 ·92. 
CAse J. 9 00 R.P.N. 70 M.PH. 
, 
A . - 1 . 00s,,'C;=:=====' ---==- .. "="",A = + 1. 0 2 
, 
, ' , . , 
A ' -I . .39;~ =--==-j' ---......... \A"1 2S 
, , 
,;: === = = = == =~ ::=.-:.-.-.-.-.-___ 7. :: : :: =::=:.:.:.:. -=::=~, -';,-. __ -.-.-:. ____ :. __ -.-.-.-. -. __ -.-:. :.:.:. =-:.:.: === =_-.-_-_-_-___ -_~ 
I I \ , 
A .-I. I,J ' / \ .............-- ~,~ __ ,/ , ,A·r I 7.9 
I~ ~/' ' 
, " 2 \ \ 
, " A::- O. 88,,  ...............~ ' ~ I ~ " \ ~\A=.".o.e4 
I " \ , A: - /. "'5~" 0 " :==----..' i'---_________ -------t \, "=="lA .... a 2 .9 
, Scale:- '. I A'-1.44 '~,. ~ Inches ::::::",, ' 
' _::------- " 0-1" \ "" 7 A .... O'.31 
.... wo.ler. ·. ~ 
---- -------- --- - -- - _... .;" N9 . .93. .._-- - - - - - - - - -- - - -----
HORIZO TAL TAIL SURFACE OF AN AIRPLANE. 47 
CASE ./. .900 RPM 80 MPH 
---------------------------
" 
A · -7.2~/ 
A. -~/3 ,~/----~~----------------------------+-----------------~----c---~~----~ 
" A:a - 2 . .J / /!"--~:_--=~~~~§~::====::::::::~;;:::::::=:===;;:;;;;:::::=-~~~=~:::::::~".:' .0.32 
, 
It-~~------------_=::========~~~----+_~=========================~--~~~~',A •• qo8 
, 
:'--~~~--~====::::::::====::::::====~~----~===========::::::::====::~~~::j' A ' -.?o3,f ',A ... 0..8 0. 
to 00000,0000 "000-_" 0 0 ~ ~--~ 0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ 0,0 h:----, -----------_-_00-_-_-_-_ 0 ~ ~ ~ --~---------0000 00000 ~ 
A / ~9 I " ',~ ---------.....: A· I a" =-."!~ ~ .? " '.7 
, '\, -=======---====::::::=~, A · - I. 24,'~{-' -------------=::::::~----=====:::==77,/ \,,~ ------ ~(= 0..0.0. 
A = - I. 50. "': ~,:::_------~::::======--~1' 0 \"':-===---===-~-- ---===--=======""~>~ .• 0. 3 I ~ , Sco/e.~ \ , 
, I Inches " _________ ================ ____ :::::::..,;'A __ ~a 'C'C A.-1. 69",,~.-,_ -----------_---=;t-,7 or" - ~ .. IV 
" ________________ ~' water. \'''~ ~ 
'.... .. 
CASE ./. .900 RPM. .90 M.PH. 
-------------------------
", 
", 
A· - ., '?,~/ 
t-~~~~~~f, 
A=- I. BS A·'O.oS 
I \ , 
48 REPORT NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS. 
CASE I. 600 RP.H. 45 M.P.1f. 
-_._-- - -- - - - - - - - --- ---- - - - -- -- - - -- -::.:--:.;:-.=..- ""- ----=. 
.. ... _-- .. - - - - - - --- - -- ---' 
CASE I 600 RP.M. 50 M.p.H. 
HORIZO TAL TAIL URFA E OF AN AIRPLANE , 49 
CASE I. 600 RP.M. 60 M.P.H 
A':';~ :::::=mm noon. "'m ... _/ _00 00 ...... __ 00 ... _=·····1 ~O<: 68 
/ I' ~~\.,. . , . A'''O. 52:,~ ~ MUle: . =L::, 
, ' 
: I " Az-O.9/ t ~
* ,'~ - ,A-+I . .J2 
I ' 
l==------:==--:.-: ==--------:.-:.-:.-:= =====----:. -:. -=::::===:-~, i';-----:.= == = = =--------:.---:. -:.---:. -:. -:.-::. -: = = = === --------:.~ 
I I • I 
A- - (7. 80 ;,. / .'--== --=-:..;. A /5 
I -; c \ " . "" . S 
I , , 
I I \ ' I , I 
A =- O . .3.3,~ ......... " '" I A . +O.B..1 
I 
I , 
A~ - o. 8Br!"=;;;:: ===============::: ..... "',O;" ' 
, 
A - - O.99 '.~~::::,, :, ==========""""- -,7' 
.... ... ... 
o 
Sea/e :-
Inches 
or 
waler . 
CASE I. 600 RP.M. 
.. _--------------------
, 
\.~\~\======~-----====:::----.J='I: A.: ~O 4 3 
.. -~~~=================~~' ~ ; A: rO.48 
70 HP.H 
-- - - - --------------
50 REPORT NATIONAL ADVI SORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS. 
CASE /. 600R PN 80 M P H. 
Az-"/.2~" 
~--~~-----+=~~~~~~ 
A' - 1 . 87 "r-~~~~~============~~~~--------------------~ 
, 
, 
, 
, 
A " - I. Is",i-i::::=--=:::=-----=====-- --7 ,' 
,\.-/ ---7 
, 
A ==- O.80" ........... ~I 
" " 
~------
,,~ ~ ~~------------------------------------~.,A= ~2. 7S 
, , 
, , 
\ \ ~
, ... \=::::===========::::==--==::::::::~\ A :a .,. I. ~ 7 
HMlc~ :--3
1
/ A = - I. 07 ==;/ 
a 
Scole.~ 
Inches 
or 
worer. 
'- "....,,""================="=----~\ , A= ~ 1.24 
\ , ~~="U4 
N9' 100. -- - - ------- - ----- -- ~ 
CASE .f 
" 
/ 
..... _-- --- - -- - - - - - - -- - -_ ..... 
600 R.RM. 100 M.R H 
I 
a 
Scole.~ 
Inches 
or 
wafe r. 
, 
, ..... A: . I.87 
, , 
, , 
, , 
, \ 
\ ......... "-.J\A ::+ O.25 
, , 
, , 
" ~-====---'--!:A: - 0. .11 
\'~\-, ===============,==,==,~/-, I~ = t- o. 6 / 
-- - --- - - - --- -- - - - _ ... 
HORIZO TAL TAIL U RF ACE OF AN AIRPLA ~E . 51 
CASE IT. 1400 R.PM. 
45 M. P H. 
Fiq.102 
CASE Y. 1400R.PM. SO M.Pff. 
A~-094~/-~-~----=-~-=-~-~-------~-~-- - -~-~-~-=-- - -+------------ ------------------ ';'>. 
1/ ',A:- c .!J5 
A- -0 . .12 I I " I \ A ~ -.J. 6 4 
I \ 
A-- 1 . .3-1' I \ I A : -.1.IO 
, \ 
, \ 
I \ 
A:-O.4S' \ ! \ A :-I. 4 0 
, ' 
I \ 
A--0.2S/ \ I ---------.-;), A - + 0.07 
, \ f===================================~~~~lj,=====--======---~----~--~~~~~-=====~======~~~\. I / I \ \ 
A : "0.8.3 J- ........------- --------....... / \ \ / ~ \ /1 - "' 1.50 
/ / 2 \ \ 
A ::: ..J.0'6S I~ ....,.......... -------........ ,/ ", \ 
. I " I " --------..) A:_O.2S 
, / \ \ 
I I \ \ 
A -0.00! ~' 0 \ ;-== ~ A-"'050 
\ ./ Sca/e:- \ I 
A : -O.lc'c . Inches \ J 
"" / / or \ " / A : "'0..30 
', ____________________ --/ water. ',_ // 
-------------- ------,' Fir] 103, 
52 REPORT :NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE F OR AERONAUTICS. 
CASE V. 1400 R.PM. 60 MPfI. 
---- --------------- --- ---- ----- - - - ----------- - - ------
.............. - .... ....... ..... 
A- O.(JO/~'=::::=-----~:::::""--=-----+---------------....; .... ,~ : -.3. 84-
A ' -I. 73 / \ A -- 4.20 
I \ 
I \ 
I ' 
CAS£' V. 1400R.PM. 70 M.PfI. 
--------------------------
............. 
A : -.3.07/...:..-=:-------------t--------------~, A : - 4.33 
, , 
A =: -4.97,' ',A=-S.lc 
I , 
I , 
A:-S.36 I I I ,A :- 4 . .38 
I , 
I , 
I , 
I , 
A:-2.4.3 I I A = -2.07 
I , 
! I' \ I ' I ' 
I ' A - - /. 2S r~ -====-==-==- ~\A:-0 . .33 
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==================:-~7 i \============~~-:======================~ ! 11\ \ 
A - 'O 10 ~' ------ ./ \ ,.............- --........ \ 
- . I ~ \ - 'A=f l .6 5 
: / 2 \ \ 
I I , \ 
,,= ' ..............- " \' ............... \ A - 0. 72e=:=--=- ~ \ ............... A='0'25 
I I \ \ 
, I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
- . , / 0 \ \ 
A - - I. 35 K ___ ~ \ lA='o' IS 
\ / S cole:- \ / 
A: - 1.66 "'-- =---1' In~"reS \ -JA= '0. 26 
" ----- / wafer." / 
' ..... ,--------------------_ ...... / ' ........ _--- - - - ------ ----- - - _ ......... / 
HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACE OF AN AIRPLANE. 53 
CASt: Y. /400 R.P.M. 80MPfI. 
~-------------------------
69. / 06. 
CASt: Y . 600 R.P.M. 4S M.P.II. 
r/9· 107. 
54 REPORT NATIONAL ADVISORY OMMTTTEE FOR AERONAUTI C . 
CASE Y. 600 R.PM. SO M.PH. 
~~;;----------------- ------------- ---------~--------------------", A=:-;./. 68~/ ,~::-I-o.90 A=-O.O~I/ 
--=- j~'O./O 
A - -0.64,' ~.A'- 0.54 I 
\ , . \ , 
\ , 
\ , 
. A ~ - O. {} {} " -----==-= -------=::::: 
--4, A ~ - O. 70 , 
\ , 
\ , 
\ , 
\ 
A-'O. IO ': I \\A - -O. t? : \ , 
\ I 
• \ !=='-=--='='======':---=-':===~============--------::"-='==~11\~------:..-----:.."::.."::.===------------====--------::.::::=..::.":::'::::.=======\ 
, 
/ \ \ A~ - 0.15,\.:.;.;;-~ ;;;/ " -=- J A-- 0 .S7 , \ \ 
: 
" 2 '\ \ : /, \ A= - o. 4.3 i 
---=;' I \ ;. A~-0.56 : " \ \ I / \ \ 4~-O.OS: =/ 0 '\ \4=-0.06 \ / Scole:- \ J 4 0:- 10.2.3 \ 
" Inches ' \ " /4=-0.05 " /,1 of / 
" ...... ______________________ -,," wafer. ' .......... __ ____ .. ________________ .... ... //' Fi9·108. 
CASt:' Y . oOOR.PM. 60 M.PH. 
A ' - O.S .~> //----------------------------- ---.. --------------------------- ,~= - O. 62 
A =-0.70// )\A-- I.03 I 
\ , , A=-1.02,' 
:;7\A--I.44 , 
, I 
\ , 
\ , 
. A=-0.68 r ),A=-0.73 , 
\ , 
\ , \ 
4- -0.63 / I J,A--0.26 
: .. 
" I ' \ t:---------·::::::::::::.:::::.::.::.:::.:::: .. -==------:.-:.,::::::::::::·::-.,.-:.-====~,> I;:;~==============--:.::.::.::.::.::.::.·:::::::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.=======.;, 
I 
' \ \ A= fo. 1.3,\.....;;.;=" 
-=-~' \ ),4=-0.10 I I \ 
I ! / 2', \ 4=-t-O.c6 r 
---............ ~ /' \, \ 4 - -0./6 I 
" ~\ I I' \ I " 
\ 
, 
 \ 4"'0.07t-- / 0 \ \A--0.06 l I \ I \ / Sco/e:~ \ I A;-0.40\ l Inches '. ,'A~.o.IO , / ~ ~ / .... _____________________ -- .... .; wofer. ... _____________________ - ....... " FI9·10.9. 
HORIZONTAL TAIL U RF ACE OF AN AIRPLA "E. 55 
CAS£' Y. 600R.P.H. 70 H.P./-!' 
A' _ 1.6~/~-·-u--~-u---u-uuu--t-u-------u------uuu----~":."A'- I 43 
A~-m '~ -t= .).r-m 
A=-2.66j ---~ ~\A'-/3$ 
I _  \ 
A.-I.43/____ . ___ -== I J\A - -0.80 
I \ 
I \ 
I ' I \ 
04·-0.66 :~.......-- I \A' 0.00. 
I \ 
l . \ ~=======~~~~~~~-::::-----~~~~~~~~~~::======::7tt=:-~==:-~~~~~==========:====================~ 
" / \ \ I ___ I \ " A=""/,,]O ~""'--:::= ; ' \ - .....=:::: ~A=""O.JtI 
: " 2 \" \ I , , 
: " \ \ A~</o/.Oc/ :=:-:::-....... ," " ~\A~-O. /O 
I " \ \ 
, I '. ' 
A =-O . .941--' / 0 I \04--0.18 
\ , S I \ ' 
\ / co,e.
C 
\ \, " 04"0..70. I ,Inches /", - "0.02 \\, ,,~/. or , . 
......... __________ ____ ________ - ..... ;" w a fer. ' ... ... ... ______________________ - 0#",;--
r/q. 110. 
CAS£' Y . 600R.P.H. 80 M.P./-!, 
----------- ------------------ ------------------- ----------
"' ............ - -............. 
04'-3. 4~/k---------------+--------------------:::~, 04=- 2 . .32 
/ " 
A · -i'.67 ' ' 04 '-2. 76 
/ \ 
I \ 
",-- 4 . 76:,~'\-~-"""=======----_=::t===============~~::-j\,,,,= -2. C3 
: " I \ 
;'{h2 ..34/~ 7(-1..3$ 
I \ 
;'f..-O. CI,,~~/------::;::::=---........--::.:::::::::=======:::::===_~--~===="-------~=::::::-=:::::::::;>1:::=-~\.A=-0'. 2.9 
I \ , \ L _________________________________________ _____ ________________________ ____________ ~ 
r----------------------------------------, ~------------------------------------------\ 
I 1 , \ 
I / ' \ "'~ro. 2J:""""""- -.............. / \ \ 
:\ ~ ----=--" "F ~\ ;'{-ro. . .32 ! '--"'" /1 2 \ \ 
I I \ I ;'{:-0. 21 ~ --===-l \ -lA=-0..45 : 1 \ ~', 
I 1 \ I 
I /, I 
-1:-0..06 L:::--:=-- - ----.... / 0 \- ;-1=-0.34 
I I \ I \ , Scole:- I I 04:-0..10. \ --= "7/ inches \, /04=-0.0.6 
" / or', ./ 
" ........... _____________________ --...... " water. " ...... .. __ _____________________ -- ......... ' 
F19. III. 
56 REPORT NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE lTOR AERONAUTICS . 
CAS£ Y. 600R.P.H. /OOM.P.H. 
A ~- S . .} ~/ //- ------------ ----------------- --------------------------------- ,,~: - S. ~2 
~-6. 9.}/.~/\--.J.."'::::==:__===:::::=====t=======:=====::::7,L---7' ,~:-S.5~ 
, \ 
4=-6. 7.}, '.A:- 4.53 
I \ 
, '  , 
, \ 
A:- ~.20 ' ' 4 c - 2.90 
\ 
\ , 
\ 
4 :- 1. 0 7' \A--066 
i-=--::- -=--.:.:.:====::::::::-:.-:--:.-:.::::::-=--:.-=--=--=--=--=----=----=--=--=-::;~--;.:.:.:.:----_-_-:..-_-_.::::.:::::o=.:.:==.:.:=.:.:.:.:.:_-_-_-_-..:-..:-_-.:.:~~ 
I / \ \ 
4: +0.38 ' C -........ / '.------- ~ A : ~ 1.26 IV / 2 \ \ 
" /' '\ \ 
A: - O. 19 ~ ------====-=-=- ________ / \~ -----1 A = +0. 16 
:  / \ ~\ 
I / \ \ 
04:- 0.60 l:::=--I 0 'r \ o4:+o..}6 i,~ ~ Scale:- \ : 
4=-0.S9 k: / Inches \ ·=--/A=~0. 22 
" ,/ of"', / 
" ........ .... _______ _______________ -............. waier. ....' ... .. _______________________ -............ " 
rig. 112 . 
CAS£ IV /<100 If'. P. M. 
A" "~ ___ ~-= ~\:.u" 
04: .. 2 .6'1, n~ "\ A. , /.02 
A=~4.:50~ - -- - - - -S,l~-.~----========-.:-====::.---------===-:..---:=====-.:-===-----=::::::.---===1 
4=-11. 45 \0"" // jZ \\ ====-=------- -== z1::~:':: 
Aa " 0 .70 'yC . , , 
\ " I ' ~ A=-o.40 
\ I \ ' A= ~O . .J5 't" ~ ' '( -===:::::::::::----- ~/4=+O' 4J . Fi9. //3 . ' ... ..... ... ____________ r _ ________________ - ... / 0 " ,,' 
-" Scale -Inches ol'wo;t:>r. .... - _________________________________ ........ 
HORIZONTAL TAIL URFACE OF AN AIRPLANE. 
CASE N. 1400 R.P.M. 50 M.P.I!. 
A~~::~~-------=----~~:-~" 
. / ---- ~ . \ A.r.J.12,~ :-:-:--..... ....J A.r 1, 66 
I \ 
I • , 
I \ 
I \ 
A:~2. 45 ,Acr /.45 
" , " , A:~275~::::::====~================::::====~--------------+=::~==================~~====~==================~~' A=.121 
A .".4.56 k=------u-:.---:.-:.-:.------:--=-----::=:-==== - --U~7+-;;--~-----::'-- -! -'1=-16.';'; 
\ ~ " \ I A · ,c. 15 'K:::7- I Z , I -'I=",c.50 
-'I:~/.J5\r--;.~ - ~,I' " l'A:'!.14 
\;......./ " \ , \ ~/ \~ ............-:: ----......... ' A=~o..J7 \7"" -----;;- -==--/-'1:-'0.67 
rig. 1 /.4 . ' .... - ______________ ___________ ______ __ _ --"';; Scole:-/nche~ or waler. ' ...... ____ _ _____ _________ ____ ___ ________ --,'" 
CASE Jl1 1400 R.P.M. 6'0 M.p. I!. 
CAS£" N . 1400 R.p.M. 70 M.p.1!. 
-- --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------. 
--, 
A= - 4.67,'t----------:=::::=~~===::::::--i--------------------7' \ -'1 6 -10.53 
I \ 
I \ 
A=". /./ 8 "i.,I =-',,---::7:r.:7~-'-------=""'''''':±====--'''''''''''- --......:::::.....,~--__:::::;;::::==s><:::::;;;A, A ~ -0.79 
I ' 
I ' 
I ' 
A''''/.88 I ' -'16 -0.53 
,/ '------
I A=".e75Ik'-~~--~====~~------------~==::~~====================~========~--~=_---~A. ",o.43 
I 
I A=.C.90,~/~~~~====::==========~::~~,,~~---~==::t===~======~~~~~;;;;~~~~==:;;;~~~~~~\ 
I 
I , 
A:'/I.SS , I A=+850 
A:o"4. /8\ I 2. \ " 14-.,.4.59 
'c~~----------------------~:=======~. / \ _~=============================~~~,' A::+J.33~ I \~ /A - +e . .:J.:J 
\ ~,/ \ ---------.... " A--0.50 " ______ . 'Z, ~A- .. /.05 
F/q. //6 ...... .. .. .... _____ ___________ ____ ________ _ - ..... 'Sco/e:-Inche~ o~ water. ...... _________________________________ ...... .. 
58 REPORT KATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS . 
CASE Fl. 1400 R.PM 80 M.PH. 
A= - 7..35 I ,-,,-- -- ---- -- - ------- - --- ------ - --- ---- ---~t --- -------------------------.----- ----------", ,A- -/2 . .J5 
A.~~·~:~=;:izes~~·~o" 
, , 
IZ',~, ' \, ~~~------------------------------::::====~~/ ~ ""='14.11 ,:, I : A= +.3.,)0 
I ' ·~ .I' A~-006\ --------0' 0 \\~,,__ . ~ ~' _,/4=+1.55 
rtg. 1/7. '---- __________________________________ -" Scale,-Inches ot'wo!er: - _________________________________ / 
CASE I7 6'00 RPM SO MPfI. 
A=+4. 05,' 1'4----- __ ~nn ___ n_n _____ n - ---n------n--------nnnn-nn~\A2 ,c.8c 
A;+C,].J,:" \A:+t?85 
\ 
"" :+/. O/,,I,., -=-=-~-= ~\~=+/.6'0 
",,:+1.01:2 ~ \S=+085 
A=+o.80.- -  - \A·'050 
,-:. -:. -:.~ ---_ .... -----:::::: --.:--.:------:: = =:::::. -:.:. -:. .... -:. -:. .... ---.: --_.:::::.-----::::.:-:: ----_ .... -_ ........ -:.: -~ ~,== -:.:.:.: ................ :::.-::.:-=:.:.:. ............ -: ----.:-.:-=:. :. .... .... ---: ----= = =:::: = =:::. .... -:. ---::.:. -:. ~ 
A=-c4c\ I \ ______ ;;;;;;;;;::;:;;;Ac-/'/O 
A :-1. .35'K: ~I Z ''"" /A =-o.dO 
;' '\ " 
A=-O. /O \ -\===----~~=====--------====_.-I,/ '\ ,/ A=-fO.05 
A=-0.54', =--' \ , -=- '~-/A=+OIO 
, ---....,,- 0 ,-/ilj. / / CJ " ________________________ ___________ _ --- Scal ... ~/ncheJ" 01" Wofer ',,- __________ _______ _____ ___ _________ -," 
CASE Fl. 600 RPM. 6'0 M.PH. 
,,- --------- ------------------- ---- ------ i--------------- ----- ------------------- -,_ 
MO~-= I ~-= . ~.,"" 
A-+0.50, : - , A=+ 1.76' 
! I \ 
" ........--:::: ---- \ ",,=+0.27,\ ___ I -=-V,A.' I. /.J 
! I' \ , , A=+0.70,'~ =-=- ----- -:-=----~, A = +o..96' 
; r \ 
A = +0.. 70~~-_-_ _;._;.-_-_-_-_-_-_-::.:::============_-_-_ _=__;. .... -_-_-_.:::::._;._;. .... -J_--=-_-_-.:;- ,===_--==_=nn __ _ n __ nn_n __ ..... __ _ " .. _ -~J A· +0.5/ 
A.:: "1-0. 54 IF""" " '\ ,I A:.;.2..35 
\ , \ / 
A=-O./5~ / 2 ', ------ ~/A=.,o.74 
\ J \ ~ I Ac-O. CO\~ -e====.,/ \~ ~ -.............. /A=-f /. .16' 
\ / \ I 
A =-040\'t== ~",I \ '7" ,/A::-I-O.J8 
, , 0 '.. ' rtg. //9 . ',,- ______________________________________ ," Scale.-Inches 01" wofer. "- __ __ __ __ __ ___ ______________ _ _ _ ,/ 
JIORIZO?\TAL TAIL. Un FACE OF AN" AIRPLA 'Eo 59 
CASE lZ7. 6'00 R.P.N. 70 M.PH. 
. /,------------------------- ----------------+------------------------------------------, 
.4 ; -"'/~( ~ ~:...,A;-C . .95 
.4 ;-0.95! - ~ ____  ==::::::: _\ Acrl.o.e 
" +' " , ' .4=-0..95,'~~ ==- ----3,A.,0.66 
" " " 
"'.'O.7~,~ ........------- ~\A."'o.']'] 
::::)tg::m ------------------ _:-~ ---------~~~~~,;~~,=-=~~~~~ -~~~--- -=~~~~,~----~~~s,c~:.: 
A·'0..82 " .......... =-.......-::..::::::::=============:::::,,-=-----='"""7 - _ \ ,/ z \ -  ,A;+20.0. 
A-+/.,J8'0 -====: ' ~~ ,f A ... .,./.?.] 
'---- ~ " , A=+1.88\~ ----;-.,' "r ~ ),'A =+O.20 
n9· 120. \' ............ _- -___ _______________ _____ _______ __ · __ ........ ~co/e:-/nche~ o~ wOler."-.., ____ _______ __ ______________ __ ... ,;// 
CASE lZ7. 6'00 R.1'11. 8011.I'fI 
A:-;:;Al ,,/--.. ------_-~:-~-=-----~.:~:5 
A;- /.06;&-~ \A=+o..].] 
, , 
" -------- . \ A='0.8~!t:;;: ------- - 1 ~\A-+0..65 
, , 
'",Q"{~ - =~-~),~~~-~""~,~~~~~~~~~ A" '" 
A·,4.72', -- , ,A.+6'.56 
A=t-/. 81 \ ----- (/ 2 \~-=-=---~. ~A"=t"']. o.6' 
A=+/'..J':;\~ ~'... - ~ A=t-2 . .50 
" ' 
\ " \ ~ ----------- / A·-o.4o'~ ~' <.--- - --=----"A=+-1.60 
" ," 0 ............ _ _ .... " N9· 121. -----____________________________________ / Scole:-Inches or wafer __________________________________ -
CASE 1'1 oOOR.I'M. 100M.PIt. 
-,------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------" 
04.-15.40. ,' , A=-/7.8.1 
I '. 
" \ .. 
'..: - -4,]4 
,~-.\r---\- -7"'~;:.c---~,.....;;7-"==-=-=-=-==::.!~""'9>"=-_::=.....::::~__======--===----'_=";::::_--7"~-_i\ \ A· - I. cO 
I , 
I ' 
I ' 
A,-0.88,' ... A2- 1.84 
, , 
, , 
I 
A=+o. 2S ' , o4· -0..62 
, 
, 
, 
L 
A·'lo..:1o. C-:::.::.==.~~==~--=":::",.,_....;;;::::::===::::~1 
, ' A=+4. 00'~, ~~--==::::===~========~~::::::========--~~/·' 
, , 
A= -.] 15 \.--/-~------------------=-~,' 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
z , , 
I 
, ----------'"" A. f.] 60 \'" ----===-- --------....... / .4. +0 20' , ___ ~_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=-____ --- .~~ ~/A +150 
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CASE I . 
Fig. 123. 
CASE 1. 
-4 
/400 R.PM 45 MPH 
'>--..--- '" Left sid;' -r- --_ ::igh~ __ ~ 
t-- }l 
~ "-
~ "-
" 
Oi 
Oll-eclton Cv. ln. or Tofollood Pounds 
oroetlon. wafer. Inpounds. persq.ft. 
lOdplone· Up . 898. 32.5 1.081 
Clevator 290. 10.5 .474 
To tof 43.0 .824 
Elevator moment aboul 'ung e =/02'.6 In. /bs. 
1400 R.P.H 60 HP.ft. 
-.:;:=~~-
/' ----
8 ~-:J.-R/ght side. 
li 
o 
<:: 
v 
.... 
o 
~ .. 
~ 
~ 
" 
Fig. 125. 
CASE I. 
Dlreelion Cu. in. Of Tolallood Pounds 
oroclion. waler: in,oounds. persq.fl. 
hI/plane. Up. 568. 20.6 .685 
Elevalor. .304. I I. 0 .495 
Tolal. 31.6 .605 
B evotor m omenl oooul h inge = 73.5 in . Ibs. 
1400 RPM. 80 MPH. 
o~--~~----~--~_~_~_---*-----,~--------~ 
8 
12 
16 
20 
Fig. 127. 
Oirection 
oFoclion. 
Toil plane. Down 
Elevator Up . 
Tolol. 
-----
Cu.m.of Tofol/ood Pounds 
W'Oler. inpounds. per.sq.ff. 
0 .0 0 .00 .000 
664.0 24.00 1.08 1 
24.00 459 
Elevalor fl10rnent obovl htnge - 294 in . 16s. 
CASt: I. 1400 R.PH 50 H.p.H. 
'4L __ ___ Tolal 
1,,"- Lef/../' - - ___ _ 
/ ,.-----~---o I - - ----~ 
F/g./24. 
CASE I. 
Direelion 
oroelion. 
lOll plane. Up . 
£Ievalor. 
Tola/. 
Cu.';'.or 1Oioiload Pounds 
waler. Inpourx:!s ~erS9.1f. 
604. i?/ .85 .728 
366. 1325 .596 
.35.10 .672 
£Ievalor momenl oboul hinge = iS2.in. los. 
1400 R.P.M. 70 HP.H. 
- -~::::-=---=-: -0r----.rT.~--------------~~,_H_~~~~~~~~----= ----~ 
Fig. 126. 
CASE I. 
Tofal. 
Oirection 
oroelion. 
hil pi one. ·Down. 
Eleva/or. Up. 
Tolal 
--------......... " " 
.... _--
Cu.in.of Tololload Pounds 
woler. Inpounds. persq." 
r34. r /' 23 .041 
184. 6.66 .300 
7.89 .151 
Ele"olor moment aooul hinge · - 14. 8 in. 165. 
1200 R.P.M 45 MP.H. 
~ I 
> ::::=:.=::- -o~~~--,--------'----~~~--~~~~~-=-~--~~ I' - ______ _ 
Fi"g./2B. 
lO1/plone. 
£Ievolor.. 
?bIoI. 
LJlreclton · CU.ln.oF Tololload Pounds 
oraction. waler. inpounds. persqfl. 
Up . 808. 29.20 .974 
88. 3.18 .144 
32.38 .628 
Ele va/or moment aboul hInge - 34.4 In. Ibs. 
CASE I . 
Total. 
-o 
Fig. /29. 
CASE .I 
Toto/ 
Hg. /3/ . 
CASE I. 
69· 133. 
• 
~--
HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFA E OF AN AIRPLANE. 61 
1200 R.PH. SO H.PIt. 
------
airect/on 
ofoction. 
lC1I1p/one. Up . 
Eleva!or 
Tota/. 
::::::"....---
--- ---
Cu.ln.oF Tolollood Pounds 
wafer. ii7pounds. per sq. rt. 
380. /3.40 .446 
/36. 4 .92 .222 
18 .32 .351 
Elevator moment about hinge - 4 .92 in./6 s . 
1200 R.PH. 
---
---
Olrec/Jon 
oroellon 
lOll plane. Oown 
Eleva/or 
Tola/ 
70 H.PIt. 
-'-... 
--------- - -
Cu In. of Tolol load Pounds 
waler. In pounds. per sq. fl. 
-c8. -1.0 I .034 
-40. -1.45 .065 
-2.46 .047 
Elevator moment aboul hinge · - 96. 7 in . Ibs . 
.900 R.P H. 45 H.PIt. 
Oirection 
oroc/ion. 
1011 plane . Up . 
cleva/or. Down 
Total. 
Cu.ln .or Tofo/lood rounds 
waler. Inpounds. persq.f!. 
/22. 4.42 .147 
-462. - 16. 70 .753 
-/2.28 .23S 
Eleva!or moment aboul h inge = -309.0 m . 16s 
CASE I. 
Fig. 130. 
CASE: I 
:ti 
v 
~ 
.; 
~ .., 
':r <0 ~ 
a 
- 4 
Fig. 132 
CASE I. 
Ftg. /.94. 
/200 R.PH. 60 H.Ptf. 
Tot o/ 
--------------,," 
Olrection Cu.ln.or Tolo//ood Pounds 
of oct ion. wafer. tnpounds. per5 9.!"!· 
hilplane . Up . 260. 9.40 .314 
Elevalor: 54. 1.95 .088 
Total 11 .35 .217 
Elevalor moment oboul hinge · -43 .9 m . Ibs. 
1200 R.PM. 80 H.PIt. 
h. ~ < 
~ 
'" ~ r...: 
-..... 
"-
--
-...,/" '-
.,. 
.,. 
----
Oirec l ion Cu. In. of Tolollood Pounds 
OTOClton. waler. inpounds. pers9.rt. 
To/'l plane Down 
Clevalor 
Tolal 
-1/88. 
-.380. 
-43.0 
-13.8 
-56.8 
1.430 
.620 
1.087 
Revolor m om ent aboul hinge = -24Z0 in. /b5. 
.900 R.PH. SO H.Pft 
Direclion Cu.in . oT To"fo//ood Pounds 
oFoction. wafer-. in pounds. per 0$9. n. 
h /'lplone. cp. 516. 18.7/0 .6 24 
cleva/or: Down. -20. .725 .0326 
Total. Up . 17.985 .344 
Elevalor moment ohoul-hinge • -i!.l7S m. /bs. 
\ 
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CAS£ I 900 RPM 60 M.Ptf. 
-.--.....,..--
O~~~_~_=~-_~_=_C_~_~_~_~_=_=_=_~~~_~-;-=_~_~--;/~/~ 
LeTtslde. 
Total. 
r'q.135. 
CAS£ / 
Tot/plane. 
Clevalar. 
Tola/. 
O/rechon Cu.lrJ.or Toiol/ood Pounds 
%clion. waler Inpounc/s persq.# 
Down -c8 - /.01 .033 7 
- 68. -c.46 . I I I 
-347 0665 
Ele valor ",orne 'll aboulhmge = -73.8m Ibs. 
900 RPM. 80 H.PH. 
Or-------~~~J---===--------_#-==="'~~--~~~----~ 
flq. 137 
CASE" .I 
11"9. 139. 
----
Olreclton 
ofocllon. 
IOI/plone . Down. 
Cleva/or. 
Total 
Cu.m.ol Tolalload Pounds 
waler. inpounds persq.ft 
-15Ic. -54.80 /.8CO 
- c7c. - 9 .85 .444 
-64.65 /.UO 
£levolor ffJornent aboul hinge = - 182 in :lbs. 
600 R.PH. 4 5 MPH. 
IOllplane 
Elevalor. 
Toiol. 
---
Oireclion CU_ln. of Tolol load 
oFcelion. waler. Inpounds 
Up . 996. 
c44: 
36.10 
8.84 
44.94 
=-
Pounds 
pers,?-ft. 
1.207 
.398 
.860 
Clevalor ffJornenl oboul hinge - 13Z.6 In.lbs. 
-4 
CAS£ I 900 If.PM 70 MPH. 
-----
/--~--------- ------ "," ...... _---
rig. 136 . 
CASE .1. 
fl"q.138 
CASE I 
To lo!. 
II"q. 140. 
LeTt side. 
Olrection Cu. In of Tolol load Pounds 
oroction. wafer. Inpounds. persq.ft 
Tollplone . Down. -488. -1170 .590 
Clevalor. - 8c. - 2.97 .134 
Total. -ZO.67 .396 
Ele va/or marne'll obou/hinge = - 119. /n. Ib5. 
900 R.PH. 90 MPH. 
--------_// 
-----
----
7 
Olrechon Cu 'n. 01 Tola! load Pounds 
orocllDn waler Inpound.s persq.ft 
lOt! plane . Oown -988. -,]5.8 /./90 
Elevalor -354. -128 .5 78 
Totol 
-486 .930 
Elevalor ",omenl aboul hInge - -c56. In Ibs. 
600 R.PM SO H.PIf. 
Toilplane . 
t:levalor. 
Total. 
Oirection 
oraclion. 
Up. 
CU.ln. or Tolal load Pounds 
woler. inpounds. per sq. fl. 
964 . 34.90 /./62 
100. 3 .62 .163 
38.52 .737 
Elevator mornenl obou/hi"ge c -9.66 in. Ibs. 
RORIZO TAL TAIL URFACE OF AN AIRPLANE. 63 
CAse I. 600 R.PM. 60 M.p.1t. 
Total. 
-:::::,... 
O~~--~f-~~~~~~--SS=:~--~ 
,-- ......... _-- ------- ...... -----
Fig. 141. 
CAse I. 
Fig. /43. 
CASt: .II. 
7Ota/. 
Fig. /45. 
Oireclton Cu.in. of Tolollood Pounds 
oroclion. waler. inpounds. per sq. fl. 
TOt/plane. Up. 504. 18.2.3 .607 
Eleva/or. 68. 2.46 .I I I 
Tofol. 20.69 . .396 
£levator momenl aboul hinge c -9.85 In. /b5. 
600 R.P.M. 80 HP.1t. 
/ 
.... ~/ 
-' .... _-
----
Oirecfion Cu.ln.of' Tofollood Pounds 
oroelion. wa/er. Inpounds. per 59. fl. 
lOi/p/ane . Do wn. -658. -23.80 .794 
£Ievafor. Up. 102. 3.70 ./66 
Tota/. -20.10 .576 
Elevator moment oboufhinge ~ -/4.8 in. /b5. 
1400 R.PM. 45 M.P.1i. 
hi/p/ane. 
Elevalor. 
Toiol. 
Oireclion Cu.m.of lOIo/load Pounds 
oFoelton. waler. Inpounds. persq.n. 
Up. 854. 30.90 1.029 
/36. 4.92 .0221 
.35.82 .686 
£levator moment obovt hinge - 4.92 In.lbs. 
-4 
..., 
CAse I. 
6g.142. 
CAse I . 
~ lOla!. 
~ 
'" Fig. 144. 
'ti 
~ 
o 
-S 
.... 
o 
;::' 
~ 
'" <l 
'" 
CASe .u. 
rig. 146 
600 RP.M. 70 M.p.1t. 
Olrectfon Cv.ln.of TOlollood Pounds 
orocllon. water. Inpounds persq. ft. 
lOilpione. Down. -i'04. -7 . .39 .246 
Elevator. Up . 2/0 . 7.60 .342 
lOta/. .21 .0040 
Elev%r momenl oboulhinge c 78.3 m . lbs. 
Toto/. 
600 RPM. 100 HP. / i. 
Olr-echo,., 
oroelion 
lOt/plane . Down. 
Clevolor: 
Totol. 
Cu./n.oF Tolollood Pounds 
waler. Inpounds. persq.fl. 
-1216. -44.0 1.466 
- 184. - 6.66 .300 
-50.66 .97/ 
Clevotor momen! oboul hinge = -/65.4 in. Ibs . 
/400 RPM. 50 HPIi. 
DIrection 
oroc/ion 
hI/plane Up 
Cleva/or. 
Total 
Cv ,no of Toiol load Pounds 
waler. Inpounds persq.ft. 
590. 21.40. 712 
244. 8 .82 397 
30.22 .579 
Elevalor moment obovl hinge - 98 Ii? Ib5. 
64 
CAse ll. 
rig. 147. 
CAse ll. 
:ti 
" .... ;:: i,., '-
.; 
'<i ~ 
'> 
+4r 
0 
/ 
/ 
-'1 \ ,?-'/ 
1}'/4 ,_/ 
8 .~ q 
It! f 
16 \.t) 
i!O 
rig. 149. 
CAse 11. 
rig. IS/. 
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1400 RPM. 60 HP.H. 
Tofo/. 
hi/pi one. 
clevolor. 
Tofol. 
Dlredion Cu.'n .oF lOfollood Pounds 
oroel/on. waler. 'npounds. persq,ft. 
f4:1. 90. 
162. 
3.26 
5.86 
9./2 
. 109 
.264 
.175 
cleva/or moment 060ul hinge = 48.9 tn.lbs. 
1400 RPH 80 1'1.P.1i. 
..... -------
lOti plane 
Clevolor. 
Toiol. 
O,reelion Cu In. of 70101 load Pounds 
%clion. wafer. InpOunds. persq.ft. 
Down . -84D. 
Up . 1/6. 
Down. 
- 30.4 
4 .2 
-26.2 
1.014 
./89 
.502 
Clevolor moment 060ul hinge = -148 in. Ibs. 
1200 RPI'1. 50 M.P.H. 
Tolol. 
Tal/plone . 
Clevotor. 
Tolol. 
Oirection 
oroellon. 
Up. 
Cu.in. of Tolollood Pounds 
waler. Inpounds. per sq. fl. 
372. 13.50. .450. 
122. 4.42 .199 
17.92 .344 
Eleva/or mome n l ..:Jhoul h,/nge - 78.6 in. /bs. 
CASE .ll. 
;:: 
1400 RP.M. 
/)ireclt"on 
oFoclion. 
hilplone. Down. 
Clevolor. Up . 
701'1.P.H. 
CU.ln.of lOlollood Pounds 
waler. inpounds. persq.fI: 
-226. -8. 19 .273 
278. 10.05 .454 
~ Tofol. 1.86 .0356 
" rig. 148. Elevolor momenf a60ut hinge ~ 103.6 In. 165. 
CAse ll. 1200 RP.H 45 M.PH 
Tolol. 
flight side. 
rig. ISO. 
CAse ll. 
hi/plane 
clevo lor. 
Tolaf. 
Direclion Cu.in .of Tolallood Pounds 
oloe/ion. waler. i"pounds. persq.ft. 
Up . 556. 
190. 
20..15 
6 .88 
27.03 
.671 
.310 
.517 
Elevolor moment o60ufhinge ~/37.8 in. /6s. 
1200 RP.M. 60 M.P.H. 
/"" ~-~ _=-=::::I+-""=-r;:-...... 
o. ~--~~~------------T--~-~1r~~~~-=~~~~--~~ 
ng. 152. 
Tcll/plane. 
Elevalor. 
Toto/. 
Direclion CU.ln. of lOla/load Pounds 
oroclion. waler. inpounds. persg.H. 
Up. 644. 
/96. 
23.3 
7. I 
30.4 
.725 
.32 
.582 
Elevalor momenl 060ul hinge ~ 58.8 in. 16:;. 
--------------------- ------
CASE II 
To ta/ 
0 
~. 
, 
~ Q. 
<l 
... 
Fig 153 
CASE ll. 
Fig. 155. 
CASE ll. 
FIg. /57. 
HORIZOliiTAL TAIL URFACE OF AN AIRPLANE. 65 
1200 R.P. M. 70 MPH. 
---.... ~ 
~ ~ 
'" 
'l' 
~ ~ 
O,rechon CUIr? o/" Tolollood Pounds 
o roc/Ion water. Inpounds persq. fl. 
TOt/plane Oown . - 6 . -.2/8 .0072 
Eleva/or Up 74. 2.680 ./2/ 
Toiol 2 .462 .4 7/ 
Eleva/or momenl aboL/1 hlnqe .. 40.4 In. Ibs. 
900 R.P.M 45 MPH. 
f... , 
Olreclion Cu./n. of Tolo/ load Pounds 
oraclion. waler. Inpounds. per S9. ft. 
70,1 plane . Up . 
Elevafor: Down . 
800. 
-54. 
29.00 
-/.95 
27.05 
. 964 
.088 
.518 T%l. Up. 
Clevalor momenl oboul h Inge - -24.4 In. /bs. 
800 R.p. M. 60 M. P. Ii. 
Tal/p/one 
Cleva/or. 
Tolo/. 
DIrection 
oFpclion. 
Up. 
Cu. In. or TOlol load Pounds 
wafer Inpounds. per sq. It. 
cO. 1.015 .0338 
40. 1.450 .0653 
2 .465 0471 
Clevotor moment oboul hInge - 48.4 tn. Ibs 
CASE ll. 
Fig. 154. 
CASE .II. 
FIg. 156. 
CASE 11 .. 
r ig . 158. 
Tolal. 
1200 R.P. M. 80 M.PH. 
-~----
-
---
...... _---
--_ ..... 
Direction CU.Ir1.0r TOTollood Pounds 
oroel/on. waler. In pounds. p~r s9. fl. 
lOdplone . Down. -540. -/9.500 .650 
clev%r. Up. 4 . .145 .0065 
Toiol. Down . -/9.355 .370 
Elevator momenl obou/ hmge = / 1.6 in Ibs. 
800 R.PM. 50 M.p.H. 
O/reef/on 
oroclion. 
TOil plane. Up . 
£leva for. Down 
Tolal. Up. 
-----
Cu.in . or Toiol load Pounds 
water. Inpounds. per sq.ff. 
610. 22. /0 .737 
-34. -1 .23 .0555 
20.87 .400 
£leva/or mamenf aboul hInge ~ - 9.85 in. /bs. 
900 R.p.M. 70 M.PIi 
1OJ! p lan e. 
Clevalor. 
Total . 
Olre c/Jon Cu.m. or Tolol load 
o rocl/on waler. tnpoun d s 
Up 88. 
20. 
3.180 
. 724 
3 .904 
Pounds 
per sq. ft 
.106 
.0326 
0746 
Cleva/or momenl obo(.// h Inge - 19 . .3 tn. los . 
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CASE .l1. 900 RP.M. 80 M.PH 
I ~ 
'4r ""l 
~----- -"",,- --o~--~ ~_~_-___ ,_~_=_=_~~~~~~_~_-_-_--~ 
Tola!. 
Ft"g. /59. 
CASE .l1. 
Fig. /61. 
CASE .l1. 
69. /63. 
DIrect,on Cu. In . of Tolallood fbun ds 
orochon vvoler. Inpounds. persq. fI. 
Tol/p/ane . Down -576. - 20..90 .695 
Cleva/or. Up . 34. 1 .23 .0.55 
Tota/. Down - 19.67 .377 
Devalor moment aboul hmge = 9 .84 m .lbs. 
600 RP.M. 45 M.P.H 
Olrectlon Cu. in. of' Tola/ load Pounds 
orocl/on. waler. Inpounds. persq. ft. 
Tal/p/ane. 
Cleva/or. 
Tola/. 
Up . 720.. 
Oown. -";76. 
Up. 
26./0. 
-6.37 
/9.73 
.868 
.287 
.378 
Elevalor momenl oboul hinge = /9.6 in. Ibs. 
600 R.P.M. 60 M.P.1i. 
------
O/reclton Cu.in. or Tolal/ood Pounds 
oroelion. waler. inpounds. persq fl. 
Tai/plane . Up. 224. 8.1 1 .270. 
Elevalor. Down . -68 . -2.46 ,/11 
Tafal. Up 5.65 ./0.8 
Clevalor ",omen! aboul hinge ~ -9.85 m.lbs. 
CASE .l1. 
16 
20 
Fif;. 160 . 
CASE ff. 
Tolo; 
"",,1 Lel'l: 
900 RP.M. 90 M.p.1i. 
Toi/plane . 
Clevalor. 
Tolal. 
DIrectIon Cu.'n.o/' Toiol/ood 
oroel/on. waler. Inpounds 
Down. -1460. -53.0.0. 
- 10.8 - 3.91 
-56.91 
Pour,ds 
persq.ff 
1.760. 
.176 
1.0.90. 
Clevolor mOfflenl aboul hmge - -63.4 m . Ibs. 
600 R.P.M. 50 MP.1i. 
r .... -- ........... 
" -<: ' hf~= o '1'9 · -
Fig. /62 . 
CASE .II. 
1010/. 
69. 164. 
Olreel/on Cu. m . or Talal load Pounds 
orocl/on. wafer. In pounds. per sq. fl. 
Ta,(plane . Up . 584. 21.1.3 .70.4 
E/evalor Oown. -224. -8,/1 .365 
Tola/. Up . /3.0.2 .249 
Elevalor m omenl obaul hl/7ge - 113.0. In. Ibs. 
600 R.P.M. 
"""'--
---
---
Dlreclton 
oroclton. 
Tot! plane. Down . 
Elevalor Up . 
Talol. 
70 M.P.H 
=--
--
~ 
~ 
Cu.m .or Tolollood Pounds 
\!Voler. inpounds. pers9·ff. 
- 54 -1.96 .0.65 
88. 3.19 .143 
1. 23 .0.236 
Cleva lor fflomenl aboul htnge - 7.3. 7 In. Ibs. 
..... 
, 
" !!! 
'" 
HORIZONTAL TA1L 
CAse D 600 R.PI'1. 80 HP.ff. 
..... 
, 
c:, 
r4r ~ 
0 
-4 
D/reclJon Cu. In of" Tolal load Pounds 
oroellon. waler. 'npounds. persq.H. 
Tol/plane. Down. -9/0. -32.95 1.095 
;:;, elevator. -122. - 4.42 ./99 ..... 
~ Toiol. 
-Q -37.37 .716 
.... 
Fig. /65. Clevalor momenl aboul hinge = -540 in. Ib5. 
CASt" III /400 R.P.1'1. 45 I'1.Pff. 
Tofo!' 
O,rec/ton eLI. In of" Tolollood Pounds 
oroclion wo'ler. Inpounos. p er59·ft. 
1011 plane Up 410. 11.0 .561 
Clevalor. 416. 15.1 .616 
Toiol 32.1 .615 
ric;. /67. Elevator momenl oboul hinge =182.1 in.lb5. 
CAse .lll. 1400 R.P.1'1. 60 HPIi. 
Lefts/de. 
,..--------
>< 
.:::. 
~ 
~ rig. /69. 
------
<;:;"9hl siele. 
101lplone . 
Eleva/or. 
Tolal . 
Olreclton 
oroellon 
OOlNn. 
Up . 
OOlN'n. 
Cu. In. or Toiol load Pounds 
waler. Inpouncls. per5q.ft. 
-296. -10. 7 -.357 
266. 9 .6 .433 
- I. I .021.' 
Elevolor moment oboul hinge = 5. 08 m Ib5. 
RFACE OF A:S 
CASt: D. 
:Ii 
u 
~ ;- i 
~ 
't -Q 
.... O'i 
+4r '\J 
0 
-4 
8 
16 
20 
rig. 166 . 
-4 
CAse .Dl. 
rig. 168. 
CAse .lll 
:ti 
" ~~ ~~ 
';q 4 
6g. /70 
AIRPLANE. 67 
600 RJ?1'1. 100 I'1.PIi. 
~ 
<:> 
c:i 
~ 
Olrec/tbn Cu. /n . or Tolal load Pounds 
oroction. waler. inpounds. persq.f'f. 
hI/plane. Down. -1430. -51.8 1.725 
Clevalor. 6. .217 .0098 
Tolol. 
-52.017 .997 
Clevalor momenl oboul hinge - -34. 75 in. Ibs. 
1400 RPI'1. SO MP.1i. 
Tolol. 
O,recfJon Cu-i"n. or Tolollood Pounds 
oroclt"on. waler. ihpounds. persq.ft: 
hi/plane. 
Elevator. 
7010/ 
Up. 326. 
508. 
/1.8 
17.8 
29.6 
.393 
.802 
.567 
Eleva/or momenT choul hinge - IP7 in. /65. 
1400 R.P1'1. 70 I'1.PIi. 
O,recflon CU. I,.,. of Tolal load r'ounds 
of"oclion. waler. Inpounds. per sq. It. 
1OJ! {JIone Down -610. -22.10 -.613 
Eleva/or Up 494. 17.85 .396 
Totol. Down . - 4.25 .081 
Elevafor rnoF77ent about hmge -152. In. /6:;. 
\ 
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- 4 
8 
20 
CASE lU. 
0 
~ 
"i 
<l 
" 
rig. 173. 
CASE.Dl. 
o 
\ /~ 
, ", / 
- 4 Left;1 
/400 RPM 80 MPIi. 
O/recl!on Cu.m .o/ Tolollood Pounds 
orocl/on waler. Inpounds. persq. ft. 
101/p/one. Down . -1094. -39.6 1.320 
Elevolor. Up . s8t? 21. 1 . .950 
Tolol Down. 
-18.5 .354 
Eleva/or tnomen/ aboul hinge c 183. 5 in 165. 
1200 R.PM SO MPH. 
->-----
.... ~ , 
'" 
, 
~
-..: 
"i 
Olreclion Cu. In or Tofal load Pounds 
oroclion. waler. inpounds. p ers9·n. 
lOilplone . Up . 370. 13.4 .446 
Elevator. 358. /3.0 .584 
Toiol. 26.4 .505 
Elevator tnoment aboul hmge = 1443 In Ibs. 
1200 RPM. 70 MPH. 
- ---:;; 
---
8 \...-~ - Righi side. 
12 
'Ii ~ 
t 
~ 
~ 
Tota!. 
Fig. 1 75. 
aireel/on Cu. /".Of Tolo/ load Pounds 
oroclion. water. inpounds. per-s9'ft. 
lOilplane . Oown . -608. -22./ ' .734 
Cleva/or. Up . 366. 13.3 .597 
!ola/. Down. - 8 .8 .017 
Elevolor momenloboul hingec 171. 6 in. lbs. 
CASE .Dl. 
rig, 172. 
CASe lU. 
~4~ 
0 
-4 
(! 
~ 
0 Total. t 
'(; 
",-
'" ~ 
<:\. 
"i 
:3 
rt'q.174 . 
- 4 
8 
/200 RP.M. 4S MPIi. 
lOla!. 
-:::= ---:.---=-=-= _--'lIr--=-__ 
----~---
lOil plane . 
clel'Olor. 
Toiol. 
Direction Cu. 1m of lOlalload Pounds 
orocliOn. waler. inpounds. per-sq.#. 
Up 746. 
346 . 
27.0 
12.5 
.39.5 
.900 
.565 
.756 
Eleva/or tnomenl ahoulhinge -15/.3 In. /6s. 
/200 RPM 60 MPIi. 
- -=-== =-==- ---::: 
t-~ "-
IQ ~ 0) 
Oireclion Cu. In. or Tofol load Pounds 
orael/on. water.: Ihpounds. persq.ft. 
!Oi/plone . Down . ::68. -(3A6 .082 
t:levalor. Up . SOt? -/8.20 .820 
Tcdol. 75.74 .301 
Ele>'alor tnol71ent oboul hinge =175 0 Inlbs. 
1200 R.P.M 80 MPIi. 
Direclion 
oroctlon. 
Cu. Ii? or Tolol load Pounds 
waler. Inpounds, persq.fi: 
lOll plane. Down. 
Elevalor. Up. 
10101. Down. 
-1264. 
380. 
-45.80 
13.75 
-.32.05 
1.524 
.620 
.613 
rig. 176. t:levolor momenl aboul hinge - 144.4 in. Ibs. 
r 
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CASE .ll1. 
Tafa! 
Ng. 177. 
CASE.UI. 
.900 RPM. 45 M.P.H 
lOt/plane . 
Devator. 
Tofal. 
Oirecfion Cu. /'1. or Tolollood Pounds 
ofoclion. wafer. inpounds. persq.tt. 
Up . 530. 19.20 .6.38 
110.' 3.98 
23. 18 
.180 
.444 
Elevator moment about hinge - 116.0 in. 16s. 
900 R.P.M. 601'1.P.H 
Right stde.~ __ ___ 
-4 
/2 
/6 
:li 
" ~ 
.. 
.., 
rig. 179. 
CASE .ll1. 
.... rtf;. 18/. 
Tot/plane . 
Elevator. 
Tolo/. 
Dlreclion 
orocl/on 
[Jown . 
Up. 
Down . 
--- ---
Cu./n.ar Toiol load Pounds 
wafer inpounds pers9.fl: 
-262. - 9.50 .316 
176. 6 .37 .141 
-3.13 .060 
Ele vator mOlT7ent oboul hinge· 63.6 in. Ibs . 
.900 R.P.M. 80 M.P.H 
Oireel/on CLI, in. OT Tolollood Pounds 
of:oclion. waler. Ihpounds. persq.ft. 
Toilplane . Down. 
Elevator. Up . 
Total. Down . 
-1286. 
336. 
-46.6 
12.2 
-34.4 
1.550 
.548 
.659 
Elevator 1T70meni about htnge: 129. in.lbs. 
CASE .ll1. 
Fig. 178. 
/6 
:ti 
... 
~ 
~ 
CASE E . 
.... rtf;. 180. 
-4 
fig. 182 . 
.900 RPM. 50 H.P.H 
LefT. 
Dlrecfion Cu. in. or Tolol food .Pounds 
oracllon. wafer. Inpounds persq.ff. 
lOt/plane. 
£levator: 
Tofal. 
Up. 480. 
/72 
17.40 
6.23 
23.63 
.579 
.138 
.452 
ElevaTor rnornenr oboul hInge r 78.S in. /bs. 
.900 RPH. 70 H.P.!t. 
a /reel/on CU,In.or Tolal load Pounds 
oroelion. waler: Inpounds. persq.f't. 
lOt/plane. Oown . -986. -357 !.I90 
Elevator. Up . 324. 11.7 .528 
Tofol. Down . -24.0 .460 
Elevafor moment oboul hinge - 94.8 in.lbs. 
900 R.P.H. .90 MP.H 
Olrecfion 
oroclion 
h'/plane. Down . 
£Ievolor. Up . 
Tofal Down. 
Cu. in. or Tolal load 
waler. Inpounds. 
-1200. 
386. 
- 43.40 
14.00 
-29.40 
Pounds 
p ersq.f't. 
1.45 
.63 
.56 
Elevator moment oboul hinge ~/66.0 m . /6s. 
70 
CASE E . 
Fig. 183. 
CASE E. 
Fig 185. 
CASEIII. 
I~ 
,f\J 
j ""r
4 
0 
Fig. /87. 
REPORT XATIOXAL AnYTSORY ('Ol\fi\II TTEE ]·'on AERO ALTTfC' . . 
600 R.P.M. 45 M.PH 
airec/ion 
o raelion. 
Cu.';".or Tofolload Pounds 
wafer. Inpounds. pers'1. fI: 
Toilplane . Up . 778. 28. 20 .940 
Elevator. 20. . 72 .033 
Tofal. 28.92 .554 
Elevalor lTJolTJenl aboul hinge - 8.64·1I7. /bs. 
600 RPM. 60 M.PH. 
Oireclion CU. I;'. or Tolalload Pounds 
o; ocflon. wafer. inpounds persq.FI. 
Wilplane . Down. -70. -2.53 .084 
Elevalor. Up. 276. 10.00 .450 
Tolo/ 7.47 ./43 
Elevator lTJolT1enf aboul hmge: 138. m . lbs. 
600 R.P.M. 80 M.PH. 
--~---
d 
~ 
Dlrecfion Cu. in. 01 Tofo/ lood Pounds 
oFocl ion. woler. i"'pounds. persq.ff. 
Toilplane . Dow n. -912. -33.00 1./00 
Elevator. Up. 308. 11.16 . 503 
Tofal. Down. -2 1.84 .418 
Elevalor lTJolTJenf aboul hinge: 140. 6 In Ibs. 
CASE III. 600 RPM 50 M.PH. 
Tofo!' +4r 
a .... --=:.:: -=--=--=--==-__ ==_---...... I.,..:.Ii'~ 
-4L 
~ 
'S 
.... 
() 
~£ 
~ 
OJ 
<l 
... 
1/'9· 184. 
CASE E . 
;::;:" 
'-
" 't~ 
-oJ 
Fig. 186. 
CASE III . 
:ti 
~ 
'l: 
..... I-.. 
~ <::> 
" I\j 
+4r ":> 
0 
-4 
8 
12 
16 
20 
24 Tofa!' 
Ft'q. 188. 
Lefiside. 
alrect/on 
orocl/on. 
Cu. /n.oF Tolollood Pounds 
woler. Inpounds. persq.ft 
Tollplane . up. 508. /8.40 .614 
flevdfor. 40. 1.45 .065 
Tofa/. / 9 .85 .380 
Elevalor momenl about hInge : 145 il7. lb5. 
600 RPM 70 M.PH. 
Direct,on Cu.in or Tofalload Pounds 
oroelion. waler. Inpounds. persq.FI. 
Tol/plane. Dovvn 420. -/5.2 .507 
Eleva/or. Up. .318. 11.5 .518 
Tofo/. Down - 3.7 ' .078 
Eleva/or momenl ahou/hinge - IIS. In Ib5. 
600 RPM. 100 1'1.[>.1i. 
~ ' 
<:> 
~ 
D/reelion CU. I;'. 0/' Tofollood Pounds 
oFoclion. ~ter. ,npound3. persg.ff. 
Tot/plone. Down. -1770. -64.10 2.140 
£Ievolor. Up . 54 . 1.95 .088 
Total. Down. -62. 15 1.191 
':levalor lTJomenl abouf hinqe - 88. il7.lbs. 
HOlnZO)rTAL T AIL 
CASE .N. /400 R.PM. 45 M.PH. 
10-101 +4r ~:!!-s!..de ________ _ 
/ ----
o -
69. /89. 
CASE lY. 
To-lal. 
Fig. 191 
CASE lIT. 
:Ii 
I.J 
~~ 
a/reefion Cu. In. or Tolo/ load Pounds 
or Ol:iion. water. In pound.:s. per sq. It. 
Tailplane . 
Elevalor. 
Tofal. 
Up . 608. 22.0 .733 
306. 11 . 1 .500 
33.1 .634 
Elevalor morn en! aboul hinge: 123. 2 in.lbs . 
/400 R.PM 
........ .;.....::=-=-- - - - -
Oirection 
oroctlon. 
To,lplone . Up 
Elevalor. 
Tofol . 
60 MPH. 
..... 
. 
<0 
~ 
Cu.,n. or Toiol load Pounds 
waler. Inpounds. per.:sq.n. 
94. 3 .4 .//3 
448. /6.2 .73/ 
19.6 .376 
Elevalo r m omen l ooou-l h inge · 187.0 in . los. 
/400 R.PM 80 MPH 
Direction 
orocllOn. 
Tol/phne. Oown. 
Elevafor. Up . 
Tolal. Oown. 
Cu.,n . or Toiol load Poun ds 
waler. inpounc/s. persq. ff. 
- 1078. - 39.0 1300 
630. 22.8 /.028 
-/6.2 .3/0 
Elevalor moment aoou l hinge - 2 3 /. 0 in. los . 
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CASE .iY. 
r ig . 190 . 
CASE 1Y. 
:Ii 
I.J 
..... ~ 
~~ ~~ 
0 
-4 
8 
12 
Fig. 192. 
CASE.lJT. 
Ft9· 194. 
1400 RPM 50 MP H. 
10-101. 
------- - ..... 
-
----
fiigh-l s ide . 
Olrechon Cu. in. oF Tofo//ood Puunds 
oroct/on. w a fer. In pounds. persq. rt. 
Tailplane. 
Ele va/or. 
10101. 
Up . 536. /9.39 
576 . 20.90 
40. 29 
.647 
.940 
.171 
Ele volor mome n l oboul h 'nge : 24 1.0 tn. los. 
1400 R P M. 70 MPH. 
a /r eel/on C" .tn.ol Tolollood Pou n ds 
·o r odion. wafer. Inpound.s. p er s g. rt. 
h i/p lane Oown - 692. -25. 0 .835 
Elevalor. Up 406 / 4 .7 6 63 
Toiol Down -10.3 .197 
Ele va/or mome n t oboul htnge · 107.5 in. 16s. 
1200 R. PM 4S MPH. 
Toial. 
-_--- --=-==~::::Ji:===::::-_____ 
--= - ----
Olrecfton 
oroclion. 
Toilplone . Up . 
Eleva/or. 
Tolal. 
t:U.In. or Tolol load Pounds 
woler. Ihpounds. persql't. 
558. 20.2 .673 
224. 8 . I .365 
28.3 .542 
Elevalor m omenl aooul h inge - 78.5 tn. 165. 
72 
CAS£JY. 
rig.19S. 
CAS£iY.. 
+4~ 
0 --
- 4 
1Ota!. 
rig. IS7. 
CAS£ lJ1. 
rala !' 
rig. IS9. 
REPORT NATIONAL AnVTSORY (,OMJ\[TTTEE FOR AERONA TIC . 
1200 R.PM SO H.P1i. 
Totol. 
D/rection 
oFoction. 
Toilp/ane . Up . 
cleva/or. 
Toto/. 
Cu.in.ol' Tolalload Pounds 
waler. inpounds. p{!rsq. ff. 
374. 13.55 .450 
352. 12.75 .575 
2S.30 .504 
Elevator moment aboul h inge =/43.5 /n. /bs. 
1200 R.P.M 70 MPIi. 
--.... 
----~~ 
~ 
'" :::: 
Olrection Cu. In. of Toiol load Pounds 
orocliqn. waler: ',npounos. persq.fl: 
ToJ! plone . Down. -124. -4.5 .149 
Elevator: Up . 496. /8.0 .810 
Toiol 13.5 .258 
Eleva/or moment aboul h inge = 207. in. Ibs. 
.900 R.P.M. 4S M.P.1i. 
Oireclion 
orael/on. 
TOi/plane Up . 
Elevafor. 
Tolal. 
Cu.m.ol' Tofal/oad Pounds 
W'Oler: Ir,pouncls. per5q.1T. 
712 25.80 .8S0 
108. 3.91 .176 
29.71 .519 
Bevalar moment about hinge ,,80.5 in. Ibs. 
CAS£ JY. 
Tolol. 
rig. 196 
CAS£ .lY. 
:ti 
\J 
'" ~~ 
~~ 
~r4 
0 
..... 
- 4 . 
"-
:;i 
Tola!' 
rig. 198 
CAS£ JY 
'(0 to!. 
Righfslde. 
rig. 200 . 
/200 RP.M. 60 MPIi. 
Tol/p/ane 
cleva/or: 
T%l. 
Direclion CU.ln .or Tolo /lood POunds 
oroclion. wafer. inpounds. persg.rt. 
Up. 40. 
374. 
1.45 
13.55 
15.00 
.0483 
.SIO 
.287 
cleva/or momenl aboul h l/:7qe =130.5 th 16s. 
/200 R.P.M 80 MP.1i. 
--...::.=---- ~~..-:.---
Direction Cu.in.or Tofollood Pounds 
oFoellon. water. inpounds persq.ft. 
To,/plane Down. -SID. -22.10 .735 
Bevofor Up . 244. 8.84 .398 
Totol Down. -13.26 .254 
Elevator moment oboul h inge ~ 113. in . Ibs. 
BOO R.P M. -50 M. Pii. 
Direction 
ofoel/on. 
Tol/ p/one. Up 
Eleva/or: 
Total. 
Cu. in. 01' Tofol/oad Pounds 
waler: inpounds. persq.fl: 
522. 18.9 .630 
210. 7.q .342 
2S.5 .508 
Elevator moment aboul hinge - 93.5 in. Ibs. 
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CASt: IY 
1'"151.201 
CASE IY. 
900 RPI'1. 60 M.PH. 
Tolal. 
~­
-----=-==. 
--
Oirection 
oFoction: 
Toi/plene. Up . 
Elevator. 
Tofol. 
Cu. in. or Toiol load Pounds 
vvof~r: Inpounds. per-5q.1T. 
292. 10.59 .352 
264. 9.56 .430 
20.15 .386 
Elevator momenf oboul hinge = 102.5 in. Ib5. 
.900 RPM. 80 1'1. PH. 
-o~--~/.~~~--------~~-------r-~~-~-~~~~ 
'1:- .,/ 
-4 \ "Q,Ij; 
8 \~ -Righfside. 
12 
'1:i ~ Tofal. 
~ 
~ 
..., 
Oirect/on 
of"oc/ton. 
TOIfplone. Down. 
Eleva/or. Up. 
Tofol. 
Cu.in.of Tolollood Pounds 
waler. inpounds. persq.fl: 
- 34. -1.23 .041 
488. 17.70 .795 
16.47 .315 
Fig. 203. Uevator moment aboul hinge =172.0 in. /b5. 
CASE 1Y. 600 R.PM. 45 M.PH. 
Tolo/. 
~ Leii' +4 ,. - - .:.... -/ Riqhfs,;;; - -- --------.;~ ----
o ------
-4 L f... 
'll 
, Q;) 
":l " 
" 
fIJ 0 \Q 
-S 
... 
D,rf!clt'on Cu.;n.of Toiol load Pounds 
0 oroelion. waler. Inpounds. persq.fl. 
~' 
'!Ojlplane. Up. 970. 35.10 1.170 ~ Ele valor. 230. 8.34 .375 q. 
'" 
Toi ol. 43.44 .832 
<l 
..., 
rig. 205. Elevator l770menl about hinge ~/82.0 in.lb5. 
;-. 
'> ~I 
CASE 1Y. 
0 
-4 
8 Toto/. 
1;j 
I.. 
0 
~ 
... 
0 
~ .. 
l. 
., 
Q. 
"i 
<l 
..., 
Fig. 202. 
CASt: .fIT. 
:ti 
~ 
~ 
.; 
:3. 
+4r 
0 
-4 
8 
12 
16 
20 
24 
CASE 1Y. 
.900 R.PM. 70 M.PH. 
---- ----
--- - --
Leffside 
~ ;-. 
'It ~ 
~ .,; <\J 
~irect/on Cu.;n.of Tofollood Pounds 
oroel/on. wafer. inpounds. persqft 
Toilplone. Up. 68. 2.46 .0820 
Elevafor. 386 . 14.00 .630 
Tofol. 16.46 .315 
Elevator moment oboulhinge· 216.0 in. /bs. 
900 RPM. 90 M.PH. 
Oirecl/on 
oFoction. 
ToJiplane . Oown. 
Elevalor. Up. 
Tolal. Down. 
Cu.in.of Tololload Pounds 
waler. inpounds. persq.IT. 
-/262. -45.80 1.'.530 
60. 2.18 .098 
-43.62 .836 
Elevolor mO/T1enl aboul hinge ~ -.3.3.7 in. Ib5. 
600 RPM. ·SOI'1.PH. 
+4 Tolol. 
r }~fi: - _:::::_::.::. - __ '"'-==-_-_-_-+1---0--
O~=<~~------<r----~~~~=r~~-~---~-~---=-=-~-~~ 
-4L 
'ti 
" 0 
-S 
"-0 
",' 
" , 
" Q, ~ 
'" .... 
rt'g.206. 
Totlplane 
Elevator. 
Tala!. 
D,recl/on Cu.ln.or Tofollood Pounds 
oroclion. waler Inpounds. persq.fi: 
Up 522. 
1/6 
18.9 
4.2 
23.1 
.630 
.189 
.443 
Eleva/or lT10tnenl oboul.hlnge ==-.37. I In Ibs 
l 
• 
,~.- -.- ----~---------~---------. 
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CASE N. 0 0 0 RPM. 60 MPH 
Oirection Cu. In. of Tololload Pounds 
o r oc/ton. /Neier. /npound.s. persQ.fl. 
lOt/p lane. Up. 182. 6.59 .219 
elevator. 8Z. Z. 9 7 ./34 
70101 
.9.56 ./83 
Fig. 207. Cleva/or momenl oboul hinge: 49.6 in. Ibs 
CASEN. 6 00 RPM 80 MP Ii. 
+4i 
O r-----.~------- -2-~~~~~~-==-~-'-r-~-~~~~~ 
~ 
C) 
~ 
..... 
Direction Cu. In. o f Tofol lo od Pounds 
per sq. fi: 
. 417 
oroct/on. water: inpounds. 
Toiol. lO1/plane . - 346. -IZ .S Oown . 
Cleval or. Up . 496. 18. 0 .810 
Toiol. 5.5 .lOS 
• Cle va l or m om e n l oboul h inge ~ 22S. / in. lb s. 
CASE 11. 1400 R PM 45 H .P I-!. 
Oir-echon Cu. In. of lOiaiiood Pounds 
oraction. w ater. inpouncts. p er sq. 1'1. 
hllplane . Down. - 386. -14 .000 .466 
Cle va/or: Up. 6. 217 0098 
70101. Dow n . -13.783 .264 
rlg. 21/. Elevator fflomenl aboul hInge Z' - 39. / In. /6s. 
CASE lY 000 R P.H 70 M.PI-!. 
Fr' - - ~~-
'0 - - -
~ 
'" I() 
'" 8 
1i Tolal. Oireelion Cu. In. of Tolal load Pounds ~ oroel/on. waler: inpouncts. persq.fl. 
-S hi/plane Down. -204 . -7.3 9 .Z46 
.:t:: 
....... 
Eleva/o r: Up. //6. 4. 2 0 .189 
~ Tolal Do wn . -.3.19 .0611 
rig. 2 0 8 f:levafor momenl o boul hIng e = 32. I in. lbs. 
600 RPM. /00 M.PH 
-4 
/ -::.::~ /// 
8 ~// 
\ 
,,},, 
I 
'/ / 12 q; 
~ 
16 ~I 
\ ·Pi :; 20 
24 
CASE Y. 
I~~ I 14 
, 
o 
rig. ZI2 
Olr eel/on Cu.in .or lOfalload Pounds 
w afer: in pounds. per s q. fl: oroelian. 
lOt/plane Down . 
- 2034. -73. 7 2 .450 
Clevalar. Up . 4 14 . 15.0 .6 7 5 
Ta lal Down . 
-58.7 1. 124 
Eleva/or m om e n t about h inge 6184.S in. Ibs . 
14 00 RPM. 50 MPH 
1<71/ plane. 
Cleva /or. 
To fol. 
Oirection Cu.in.oF To lollood Pounds 
oroct ion . w a ler. inpounds. per sq. f1. 
Do wn. -94 2 . 
Up . 4 00. 
Down. 
-34.1 
14 .5 
-19 .6 
1. 137 
.6S2 
.376 
Cleva tor momen l obou l hinge = ISO. 0 m . Ibs. 
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CASE Y 
Fig. 2/3. 
CASE Y. 
/400 RPM 60 MPH 
Olrection Cu.m .of Tolollood Pounds 
oroclion. waler. inpounds. persq.fl: 
lOi/%ne. Down . -/082. -39.2 1.305 
Elevator: Up. 404. 14.6 .659 
Tota/. Down . -24.6 .4 71 
Cleva/or /T7O/T7en/ aboul hmge ¥ 158.5 m . lbs. 
/400 RPM 
/' 
·t/'/ ~\/ 
80 MPH 
¥'/ -~, ~\<y / 
~ II 
-. / 
'--Lel'f. 
24 
Fig.2IS , 
CASE Y. 
Fig. 2 /7 
Oirection Cu.ln.or Toto/load rounds 
croci/on. water: inpounds. p~rsq. ft. 
Down. - 3156. -1/4.10 3.8/0 
-/50. - 5.43 .244 
-/19.53 2.290 
Cleva/or moment about hinge - -20S.0 in.lbs. 
1200 R.PM 50 MPH. 
lOilplane 
Elevalor 
Total 
Direction Cu.in.of lOldlload Pounds 
oFaclion. water. Inpounds. persq. fl. 
Down -570. - 20.65 .688 
Up . 2/0 7.60 .342 
Down. -/3.05 .250 
Elevator mO/T7ent ahoul hinge ~ 112.5 n. Ibs. 
16 
'i 
~ 
CASE Y 
~ lOta/ 
.,; 
-<> 
..... fig. 2/4 
CASE IT. 
fig. 2 16. 
CASE 17 
rig .?18 
/400 RPM. 70 MPH 
Elevator 
Toto/ 
O,recfion Cu,ln.o; Toro/lood Pounds 
of oct Ion. waler In pounds. per sq. It 
Down -2360 -85.500 
Up 20. 0.724 
Down. -84.776 
2.850 
.0327 
1.625 
Eleva/or moment ahoul hinge -12"7.5 In /bs 
1200 RPM 4S MPH 
Direclion 
oroelion. 
10,1 plane . Down. 
Elevalor. 
Tolal 
Cu.Ir7.or Tolo//ood Pounds 
water. Inpounds. persq. fl: 
-496. -18.00 .600 
- 34. - 1.23 .055 
-19.23 .369 
Clevalor moment about hinge = 14.8 In. Ibs. 
1200 R.P.M. 80 MPH. 
lOll plone 
Elevotor 
Tolal 
Oirecl/on 
oroelio" 
Down 
Up 
Oown. 
Cu.in.of Total/oad Pounds 
waler. Inpounds. persq.h. 
-/038 -37.6 /.250 
298. 10.8 .486 
-26.8 .510 
Elevalor moment aboul hinge = 118.0 ,n. Ibs 
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1200 RPH. 70 H.PH. 
+4r 
O~~~~------~~~-=~~~~-E~~ 
12 
16 
Ftg.c I9. 
'1:i 
\J 
CASE Y . 
Ft'q.ccl . 
CASE Y 
+4r 
Lel'f Side. 
o -.../ 
· Dlreef/on Cu. h. or Tolal load Pounds 
oroclion. wafer. inpOunds. persq.Ft. 
lOilplone . Down 
-1822. 
-66.00 c.200 
clevolor. Up. 122 4.42 .199 
Total Down 
-6/.58 I. /80 
Clevotor momenl oboul hinge ~ 4./. 75 in. /bs. 
900 R.p.H. 45 H.p.H. 
Oireelion 
of'oel/on. 
lOll plane. Up 
Elevolor. 
Tolo/. 
Cu.in.or Tofollooo' Pounds 
waler. inp0u.nds. persq.ft. 
48. 1.740 .0580 
20, .725 .0326 
2.465 .0469 
Elevolor moment about hlnge ~ sa 7 in. /bs. 
.900 IU?H. 60 H.p.H. 
I?ighl.~ 
"~--:::"'-
..... _--
Fig.2c3 
Toliplone . 
Elevalor. 
70101. 
DIrect/on Cu./n.oF Tolo//ood 
aloe/Ion. wafer. Inpounds. 
Down -664. 
-28. 
-22.50 
.95 
-23.45 
Pounds 
persq.Ft. 
.800 
.0456 
.450 
Elevalor momenl aboul hinge ~ -42.8 in. /bs. 
~ 
<;) 
~ 
CASE' ]7. 
:Ii 
\J 
~ 
.; 
:l 
0 
~ .. 
~ Q. 
0.; 
-<l 
" 
t 
-.. 
Fig. 220. 
CASE: Y. 
70101. 
Fig.EEE. 
CASE Y. 
6g.224. 
1200 RPM 80 MPH. 
Direelion 
orocllon. 
Down . 
Up . 
Oown. 
Cu.in.or lOfollood Pounds 
wafer. Ihpouncl~ persq.tt: 
-2426. -87.90 2 .930 
244. 8 .83 .398 
-79.07 1.51-5 
Elevalor momenl about hinge • 4 9.1 in. Ibs .. 
.900 R.p.H. SO N.p.H. 
Direction Cu. in. or Tolo/ load Pounds 
oroction. wafer: inpounds persg.h: 
Tollplone . Oown . -204. -7.39 .246 
Eleva/or. . - 68. -2.46 .111 
Total. -9.85 .189 
Elevator qlomenl obo(/I hinge - -39.4 in. los. 
900 R.P.N. 70 H.p.H. 
Oireelion Cu. m.or 70101 load, Pounds 
of"oclton. wafer. Inpounds. persq.n. 
Toilplone Oown -/288. -46.60 1.550 
Elevolor. Up . 156. 5.65 .254 
Total Oown. -40.95.78 4 
Elevolor momenl oboul hmge = 9.84 In. 16s. 
CASe Y 
20 
riq. 22$. 
CAse Y. 
rig. 227. 
CASe Y. 
"-, 
'" 
"4r ~"'> 
0 
To to!. 
~ Q. 
CO ~ 
rig. 22.9. 
. 
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900 R.P.M. 80 M.PH 
DIrect/on 
oroction. 
Toilplane. Down . 
£Ievolor. Up. 
Total. Down . 
Cu. lnof Tola//ood Pounds 
wafer. h pounds. per sq. ff. 
-2920. -105. 70 3 .520 
68. 3.19 144 
-102.51 1.964 
cleva!or morn en! aboul hinge = 19.63 in. /bs. 
600 RPM 45 M.P.H. 
-::: :::-:= =-
' " 
DIrection 
oroellon. 
Toil plane . Up . 
Elevalor: Down. 
7Otol. 
CU.ln.or 70101 load Pounds 
W'Oler. inpouncis. persq.ff. 
116. 
-.352. 
4 .20 
- /2.75 
-8.55 
.140 
.574 
.164 
clevolor mornenl aboul hinge = I I Z 9 in. /bJ. 
600 RPM. 60 MPH 
--
~ 
<:) 
<0 
Oirection Cu.ln.or Tolollood Pounds 
oFoclt'on. water. In pounds. per s9. fl:. 
lOilplane . Oown. -442. -16.00 .533 
Elevalor: Up . 68 . 2.46 .111 
lOto/. Down. -13.54 .259 
£leva lor momenl oboul hinge = 14. 75 in . /bs. 
"-, 
<0 
'f 
'C 
:ti 
u 
~ 
.; 
-() 
.... 
CAse 17: 
+4r 
.900 RPM. 90 MPH 
O~----~~~/'~Mr--~~~_~_==~ 
20 
riq. cc6. 
CAse JT. 
0 
~ Q 
'S 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
..., 
rig. 228. 
CASe Y. 
1"-<0 <ti 
<0 r'4 
0 
'l:i I: 
0 
<: 
v 
~ 
~ .. 
l 
~ Q. 
~ 
..., 
riq. 230. 
a /reel/on 
of"oclt'on. 
CU.ln. of" Tolo//oad Pounds 
wafer. inpounds. pers9.ft 
Elevalor. 
Total 
Down 
Up 
Down . 
-3228. -116.90 }.890 
ISO. 5.43 .245 
-111 .47 2.135 
clevolor moment aboul hinge · -9.89 in. /bs. 
600 RP.M. 50 MPH 
fiiqhl Side. 
Olreel/on 
orocl/on. 
hi/Plane. Down. 
clevofor: 
7O!a!. 
- --=-=--
CU.I". or Toiol load 
wafer. inpounds. 
-162 . -5.87 
-ISO. -5.44 
-I 1.3 I 
Pounds 
persq.1'f. 
.195 
.244 
.i? /7 
Cleva for moment obbu! h inge = - 6/. 8 tho /bs. 
600 RPM 70 MPH 
~--
t..J 
. 
'" ~ 
Direel/on CU.I" or Total load Pounds 
oroelion. waler. Inpounds p er59· ft. 
Toilplane . Oown. -874. -31.6 1.053 
Cleva/or: Up. 420 15.2 .685 
7Otol. 09wn. -16.4 .314 
clevolor momen/ aboul hmge -196. / in. /bs. 
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CASE ]T~ 
Fig. 231. 
CASE ]T. 
60 0 1ff'H. 80 H.f'H 
/)(reclion 
orael/on. 
1011 plane. Down . 
Elevolor. Up . 
Tolal . Down. 
- ---
CU.ln.or hlalload Pounds 
waler. inpounds. persq.ft. 
-1614. -58.44 1.948 
150. 5 .44 .244 
-53.00 1.015 
Elevalor momenl aboul hinge = -19.75 in. Ibs. 
600 If PH. 100 H.PH 
Eleva/or. 
10101. 
O/reel/on Ca ln. or Tolo//ood Pounds 
oroel/on. wolt:r. in pounds. persqfl. 
Down . 
Up . 
Oown 
-3000. 
150. 
-108.70 
5 .44 
-103.26 
3.620 
.244 
/.980 
Elevalor moinenl aboul htnqe = 5.16 th. Ibs . 
CASt: . 
CASt: w. 
i!0 
16 
IZ 
I 
I 
"Ii I ~ I 
o I 
<: +4 
~ , 
" I ... 
ROR [ZON TAL TAIL "1' HFACE OF .\~ AIRPLANE . 
1400 R.PM: 45 MPH CASt: Jl1. 
v 
1400 RPH. 50 MPH 
~ O r----+------------------~----------~~ 
}-4 ~\/ 
,FiSt c.34. 
.36 CASt: W. 
.32 
28 
i!4 
20 
16 
Ii! 
8 
2 4 
28 
r, 
I \ 
I 
I 
I 
\ \ 
70 M P.H. 
\ 
\::\ 
44 'ASt: W 
40 
.36 
.32 
28 
?4 
20 
15 
12 
8 
79 
/400 R P M 60 MPH 
80 
CASE FI. 
CASEFI. 
Fiq. c40. 
CASE Fl. 
20 
/6 
/2 
8 
1 
\ /' 
8 \// 
I 
It? \ , 
, I 
, I 
16 " ,.' 
2 0 
28 Fiq.241. 
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600 RPM 50 MI".H CASE 17. 
CASE I!T. 
.]2 
600 RPM 70 MPH 
28 
24 
20 
/ 6 
12 
8 
8 
600 RPM 80 MPH / 2 
16 
35 
40 
44 
48 
S2 
S6 
60 
64 
600 RPM 60 MPH 
600 RPM 100 MPH 
I;;', 
\ 
I \ 
\\ 
'-~ 
~ , 
CASE .II 
Ft"q. 243. 
CASt: .II. 
Fig. 244 
CASt: Il. 
Ft"q.245 
CASE .II. 
Ft"q.246. 
HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACE OF AN AIRPLANE. 
1400 R.P. M . 45 M.P.H. 
~ 
~ I 
~ . ~<>/- I 
0-0>", 
Toiol . 
---------------
. Torque.:; Totol momenl.:; 6/3 "It about tl 
1400 R.P. M. 
I 
f/. 
I 
- ................ 
50 fI1P.H. 
----------
" 
-----
Torque . Tolol moment· 668." " oboul It 
1400R.P.M. 
I 
t. 
I 
60 fI1P.H 
... _------
Torque. Total moment = 460"" about ;: 
1400 R. P M . 70 M. P. H. 
I ( 
I 
I 
Total 
I 
--- .......... 
-- '\ 
To rque. TOtal rno",ent - 406 H" about· t{ 
0 ews or to/I from reor. 
81 
'-.... 
82 
CASE .fl. 
Fig. 247. 
CASE .fl. 
FIg. 248 
CASE .fl. 
FIg. C4.9. 
CASE .fl 
Fig. 250. 
--_ .. -~---------------
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1400R.PM. 
I 
!l 
I 
Torque ~ Total momenf~ 549.4 H" aboul rt. 
1200R.PM 60MPH 
I 
l 
I 
Tolol. 
'----- .......... 
Torque · Total moment - 242." '" about !l 
900 R.PM 60 M.PH. 
I , 
I 
_ ... ---- -------
Torque ~ Tolal momenl;:366.S"" about tZ 
60 M.PH. 
v----
------
Torque: Ta!ol mamenf: 284.1"~ obou! I/. 
0ews of lail from rear. 
v 
CAse .I1T. 
rig. 251. 
CAse IlT 
l'ig. 2Sc? 
CAse .I1T. 
l'ig. 25.3. 
CAse .I1T. 
F/g.254. 
HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACE OF AN AIRPLANE. 
1400 R.P.M 4S MP.fI. 
I 
t. 
I 
:;'-~',:-,-, -------- - '" 
- -=-=:.=-=::.: 
Torque - Total moment, 432.2 - # aboul t ' 
1400R.P.M 50 MP.fI. 
-- - ---
" , -
~-, 
'----- " / 
. '\. 
Torque - Toiol /71o/71enf - 619."'" abo",t l 
/400R.P.M. 60 MP.II. 
--------------
Torque - Tofol/71omenf- 1216"" about l 
1400R.P.M 70 MP.II. 
I 
l 
I 
TOlo1· 1· 
Torque _ Tofol rno/71enl = 533.5 H If' abouf tl 
I iIIews of'lotl from reor. I 
83 
84 
CASE D1. 
69.255. 
CASE Ill. 
69. 256. 
CASE m. 
Ft'g.257. 
CASE D1. 
Ftq. 258. 
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1400 R.P .M . 80 MP H 
I 
t. 
I .. ------
/----
'--- .......... \ 
Torqu e = Tofol momenl :: 38c. " III 060ul ~ 
50 M.PH 
------------------' 
Torque - Toiol rnornenl ~ 87 H"" oboul t 
900 R.PM 50 M.PH 
I 
~ 
-~~~ 
Torque. Totol rnon?ent = 27" .. obou! t 
600 R.?M. 50 M.PH 
I 
t. 
I 
---------------------lie~ofor. 
~ . 
" ' .ct) :q~ 
Torque r Total n?omenl =-152." " about t. 
0ews or tOIl rrom reor. 
\ I 
\ / 
'--./ 
CASt: IT. 
Fi'q. 25.9. 
CASE IT. 
F/q.c60. 
CASE Y. 
Ft"q.c61. 
CASt: y. 
Fi'q.c6c 
HORIZONTAL TAIL SURF ACE OF AN AIRPLANE. 
1400 R.P.M. 
I 
f[ 
I 
Tor que - Tolal rnomenl r IS7 " * aboul tl 
1400 R.P..M 
/ 
.. ' 
.. , 
---- / 
--_......-" 
Torque - Tolal mamenl ~ 545. K" abaul l 
1400 R. P. 1'1. 
I 
~ 
! 
60 MP.H. 
, 1 .. --- ..... , 
.......... __ .. --,.. " 
\ 
TotO/. I 
Z>------ / 
'/'.clone. -------
Torque - Total mom en! · 566." " aboul tl 
1400R.P.M. 
I 
~ 
I 
70 M.P.H. 
... -... ------ ...... -
,.' 
.' 
.. ' 
-------... -
",---~- ........ -&;;7-- --_ ....... -, .. -" 
\ ,./ a or. 
'----\"'-" ~ro/. I 
\ 
"--
---- / 
-----" 
~------
Torque _ Tolal momenl - - 845 'OJ about If. 
l1ews of loil from rear. 
85 
( 
I 
I 
86 
C4St: J7. 
Ng cG.J 
CASt: .117. 
Fig. 264. 
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1400 R.P.M. 80 M.?II. 
1 
I ~-­, , 
" \ , \ 
' ........ -.. -~-,' \ 
/ 
/ 
_-__ /1 
",--- -......-
Torque _ Tolal momenl ~ - /6 73. " ... aboul t. 
1400 R.P.M 
I 
rt. 
! 
I 
~--
80 M? II. 
/,,,,,~---- ........ 
, . 
/0(. ,' C~e..,,-O;. -~' 
Torque_ Torolmornenf-839.5"* obour t. 
l4i?ws or foil from rear: 
o 
